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Unit 1 Barleyfields, Sparrow Hall Farm 
Edlesborough, Bedfordshire, LU62ES 

Telephone 01525 229 773 Fax 01525 229 774 
New look website at www.dunstable-kites.co.uk 

Look at these amazing F-Tail Deltas ~ .. 
2 metres wide & 7 metres in length. ~ 
Available in 6 striking colours and ~ .. 
an incredibly insanely low price! ~ 

....__ NOiilCe is hereby given: Dunstable kites cannot be held responsible 
if you start to lose friends because your kites bigger then !heres. 

(and cheaper) 

Say hello to the "Hakuna" always dubious when new 
four line kites arrive we where amazingly suprfsed 
as to how much fun this kite Is to fty. At almost half the 
size of a Revolution this little Rev wannabe Is a real 
scream. even our sponsored team "The Revolution" 
UK Multi Une team Champions want one of these for 
there kite bag. Ready to fty (outthe door) at£61 
4 colour option Blue, Orange, Pink or Red 

Dunstable Kites are proud Sponsors of two ki te teams 
"The Revolution" Multi Line UK Champions and 

Power Kite Junkies "Team Adrenalize" 

Did you know we have our very own test site, 
where you can come and try out the latest kites 

be it 2 line 4 line or even the simplest single line! 
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We hope to see many of 
you at Portsmouth, free 
car pass on the back 
page.  There is a good line 
up of international 
guests—but no worlds 
largest kite this year! 
 
Gill and Jon Bloom 
 
If anyone left a piece of 
kite equipment on the 
beach at Weymouth with 
Gary Matthews written on 
it can they contact Vic on 
01527 875977. 

Dear Reader 
 
You may have noticed 
something unusual about 
this issue.  Yes some of it 
is in full colour!.  This has 
come about due to a 
change in production 
method which makes col-
our far cheaper.  So we 
hope you like it and feel 
inspired to send in some 
of your own photographs 
for inclusion—and articles 
of course!). 
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The Kite Society of  Great Britain 
P. O. Box 2274 
Gt Horkesley 

Colchester 
Essex 

CO6 4AY 
Tel: 01206 271489 

Email: kites@thekitesociety.org.uk 
http://www.thekitesociety.org.uk 

Whilst every effort is taken to get 
the details correct The Kite 
Society cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or 
omissions that occur.  Opinions 
expressed in this magazine are 
not necessarily those of the 
Editors or The Kite Society. 

Membership Information 
The main vehicle of communication between members is the quarterly 
publication ‘THE KITEFLIER’.  published in January, April, July and October 
of every year.  ‘THE KITEFLIER’ contains news of forthcoming kite festivals, 
kite retailer news, kite plans, kite group news and a comprehensive events 
list.  Other benefits of membership include free, or reduced, entry into 
selected kite festivals in the U.K., special parking arrangements where 
possible, discount - from 5% to 15% - on all kite purchases from the 
majority of kite retailers in the U.K. 
 
A membership ‘year’ runs for four issues of ‘THE KITEFLIER’. plus other 
occasional mailings.  Each member receives a membership card entitling 
them to free entry and discount. 
 
If you wish to join The Kite Society  
you can join online and pay using 
Paypal (credit or debit card pay-
ment) at www.thekitesociety.org.uk 
or send your name and address 
(plus the names of any supplemen-
tary members) and your payment 
for the appropriate membership 
type, to the address shown above.  
All cheques, made payable to ‘The 
Kite Society’ and, for overseas 
members, should be drawable in the 
U.K. and be in sterling. 

Membership Type Fee 

Individual £10.00 

Family - all members in the 
same household. 

£11.00 

O.A.P. £8.00 

O.A.P. - Family (Husband 
& Wife) 

£9.00 

Overseas - Europe and 
Surface Mail 

£12.00 

Overseas - Airmail £16.00 
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Some of the kites made by 
Team Mangalore from 

India.  Team Mangalore 
will be making their first 

UK appearance at 
Portsmouth International 
Kite Festival—27th—29th 

August. 
 

Photos:  Team Mangalore & 
J Bloom 



Reading Gill’s comments about the Dieppe festival, and 
the relative lack of people this year, has stirred me suffi-
ciently to give the whole subject a bit of serious thought. 
 
It is clear to all of us regular festival junkies that numbers 
of both flyers and public at certain festivals are declining. 
Whilst numbers are not necessarily a measure of the suc-
cess, or otherwise, of a festival, it is clearly becoming a 
matter of some concern to those involved with organisa-
tion and the flyers that participate.   
 
Most of us will recall events where finding any space for a 
cabana was down to getting up early, camping grounds 
which were full to overflowing and the competition for 
flying space intense. As an example I recall that the 
camping area at one regular venue used to be three deep 
in tents and vans with overflow into the next field and the 
Saturday social was packed to the doors. On our last visit 
there were just two other tents and one small camper. So, 
where have all the flyers gone?  
 
One could be quite negative and say that perhaps people 
are becoming fed up with festivals and that they have had 
their day, or is it, perhaps, that the nature of kite flying 
has changed subtly so that festivals are no longer as at-
tractive to flyers and the public as they were.  
 
Surprisingly, some events still attract a large number of 
people who attend, yet do not fly, which reinforces my 
view that the style of event will determine participation.  
This does little to calm the frustration for organisers. At 
one festival this year, well over 200 flyers registered to 
gain access to the flying area. In spite of perfect condi-
tions the largest number of kites flying at any one time 
was 26, and two people accounted for eleven of those. 
Are festivals too enjoyable from the social point of view 
that flying kites becomes an intrusion? To slightly contra-
dict Gill (dangerous I know) a head count of Brits at Di-
eppe soon got well over a hundred. So why were so few of 
them flying? Are we perhaps becoming a nation of specta-
tors? 
 
There are all sorts of factors that can determine whether 
people attend festivals and bearing in mind that there can 
be 2 or even 3 events on the same weekend, choices will 
inevitably have to be made. Many flyers had to make a 
stark choice between Dieppe and Marseilles. No one bene-
fited from 2 international festivals in the same country 
over the same period, both were inevitable diluted. Lack 
of time, traffic, cost of petrol, accommodation, parking, 
facilities that sites can offer, pressure from family etc, can 
all determine our choice of festival, but to my mind firstly, 
if people who are currently active flyers are no longer go-
ing to an established festival then the attraction of that 
festival and venue is no longer sufficient. Secondly, if they 
are still going but not flying, then perhaps the nature of 
the festival, or their expectation, has changed significant-
ly. Thirdly is the enjoyment factor.  If the enjoyment we 
derive from attending and flying at a festival is out 
weighed by any of the above factors then alternative 
choices will be made. 
 
Perhaps festivals have fallen into the ‘comfort’ trap and 
stagnated somewhat, with a touch of boredom creeping 
in. Events can become too much the same, staid, repeti-
tive. Full marks to TC and co for trying to introduce new 
elements at various events, to George for putting the fun 
back into altitude sprints. Did it all start to get just a tad 
too serious at one stage? British kite flyers and makers 
are a conservative lot compared with the continentals, 
should we all try and be a bit more inventive with what we 
fly and how we present kite flying? 
 
Many events pay or support a number of flyers to give a 
degree of certainty about arena events, displays, and per-
sonalities or to guarantee attendance. Perhaps this is an-

other contentious issue that can cause some resentment 
for those who are not supported. Organisers now have a 
responsibility to satisfy sponsors and the public. In some 
cases festivals represent large sums of money. Rather 
than people coming to watch us enjoying ourselves flying 
kites, are we now becoming ‘acts’ and entertainers? In 
some cases a specific, well rehearsed and regularly re-
peated ‘turn’.  Organisers are regularly heard to implore 
fliers along the lines of ‘look I have paid for you to be 
here; I need you to fly your kites for the mayor, children, 
TV, public or whatever’. Crowds expect it, organisers re-
quire it. Times change. Could the desire for ever-larger 
festivals and the responsibilities that can bring obscure 
the very reason flyers want to be there? 
 
If a festival is supporting us financially surely we are obli-
gated to fly? Equally, if we are paying for ourselves, is it 
incumbent on us to put kites in the sky, especially when 
the weather is less than pleasant? Does a free car or 
camping pass represent an obligation?  Do ‘international’ 
guests always provide good value, or could the money be 
spent more productively? Do we encourage British makers 
enough? 
 
The arrival of the large inflatable and other ‘display’ kites 
can be divisive. Often heard is the plaintive cry of 
‘nowhere to fly’. These kites do take up a disproportionate 
amount of room and are undoubtedly a point of focus for 
the crowd, commentators, press etc. Manifestation of the 
‘might is right’ syndrome. Flyers do feel intimidated by 
large kites, and often, sadly, by the very people that own 
and fly them. Not a pleasant thought, although it probably 
reflects life outside kite flying as well.  
 
In contrast to this, 2 of the most spectacular kites in the 
Dieppe competition were no more the 15” high and many 
of the kites produced by the resident artists, little bigger. 
Yet how can a festival use these smaller kites effectively 
and ensure, at the same time, that the builders and flyers 
feel valued as part of the event.   
 
Officialdom and regulation at festivals is becoming more 
evident. Kite flyers are not necessarily noted for always 
doing what they should, but the degree of regimentation 
at some festivals is becoming somewhat of a burden. We 
are there to enjoy ourselves after all. Should flyers really 
be charged for car parking or parked so far from the activ-
ities that pack horses are needed. 
 
Whilst on the subject of not doing things sensibly, we 
have all shared instances of downright inconsiderate flying 
and the consequent aggravation and anger. Bag a spot in 
splendid isolation on a kite field or beach and another fly-
er will soon be within 10 feet of you. Accidents do happen, 
but a kite pegged or tied down and then left to its own 
devices is a recipe for upset. If a kite is not stable, should 
it be flying in ‘company’? Why do people have such diffi-
culty understanding signs? Mono, single, ein (line) cannot 
be confused with two three or four, can it? Inconsiderate 
flying must be one of the major causes of dissatisfaction 
at festivals. More bad language, bad temper and anger is 
generated in this way than by any of the other factors. 
Road rage has become kite rage and possibly even existed 
first.  
 
 If any of this rings a bell fine, if not, it is my disconnected 
ramblings, but I believe that we all need to give these 
issues a bit of thought, to ensure continued success for 
festivals and to enhance the enjoyment we derive from 
attending and flying.  

Where Have All The Flyers Gone—Hugh Blowers 
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1  Introduction 
This introduction includes Table 1 (below) which 
is a summary of tails in earlier articles/
chapters.  The rest of the chapter comprises of  
2 Main Tail Types; 3 Alternatives to tails and 4
 Tails in a hurry. 
 
Bibliography – I don’t have any specific refer-
ences, most of the ‘general’ kite books have 
something.  Pelham is, as usual, excellent and 
Maxwell Eden has a good section. 
 
We can describe (define might be too strong a 
word) a tail as ‘a flexible addition to the trailing 
edge of a kite’.  Up to about 100 years ago 
‘Western’ kites (e.g. English Archtop, American 
Barn Door) had tails and a tail of some sort is 
still commonly understood to be necessary – 
see cartoons, illustrations for children’s books 
etc.  Many ‘toy’ kites sold today have a tail of 
sorts – necessary to provide balance for imper-
fections in the kite and to improve its wind 
range as well as giving more impact in the sky. 
 
The table below lists some of the kites found in 
previous chapters and comments on their tailed 
status.  It is also a quick reference to all the 

kites mentioned in this chapter. 
 
Here is a ‘recap’ of why a kite might need a tail 
or need the existing tail changed.  Tails provide 
drag which is required to stabilise the kites’ 
flight.  They absorb motion from the kite and 
damp down its movement.  To the extent that 
they operate on the back of the kite they may 
affect the angle of attack – lowering it which 
may require a change in the bridle.  Tails vary 
widely in their effect; some, e.g. snake’s tails 
providing lift and low drag for their size (thus 
allowing a small head and long body) others, 
e.g. some tassels, providing only drag and 
weight. 
 
Tails usage can be classified as: 
1)  A necessary part of the shape being de-

picted  
 e.g. the tail on a ‘soft’ gecko or a Thai 

snake 
2)  Required for the kite to fly 
 e.g. English Archtop or a Japanese wan-

wan 
3)  The tail is added to improve flying perfor-

mance.  This might be ‘ex works’ or added 
by the flier 

Tailpiece—George Webster 
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Chapter Subject Tails 
1 Origins Leaf kites are usually tail-less 

2 Western History Archtops were the dominant English type and require a tail.  See Diag.1 
for tassels and Diag.2 for Drogues 

3 Kites for a purpose Eddy was jeered for not having a tail. He and Conyne designed to avoid 
the operational problems of tails 

4 More boxes  Box kites are tail less.  Hargrave boxes are a type where a tail would be 
clearly adverse 

5 Bird Kites Bird kites may have rigid integral bird tails – some have flowing tails.  The 
Sri Lankan bird (photo 1) has a hinged tail, as do some Chinese dragon-
flies 

6 Flat kites Indian fighters at most have small fins or tassels (Diag.1 and Photo 2). 
Paper tassels are found on tukkal’s, Japanese Hata (Photo 4) and some 
waus (Photo 7 and 9).  Apart from Thai snakes it is remarkable how few 
kites in this chapter need a tail.  Exceptions are USA Barn Doors and West 
Indian Headsticks.  Chinese fish have flowing fins.  The main types requir-
ing a tail for stability are circular and hexagonal designs 

7 Deltas Don’t require a tail except for some keel-less types.  Tails have been add-
ed for effect e.g. Frank and Christine Schwiemann’s Pyrodelta 

8 Sleds Simple sleds fly better with a looped tail.  Multisleds have a drogue (Photo 
2).  See also Bondestan’s Fan Sled (Diag. K) 

9 Soft kites The first commercial kite parafoils were flown with a mares tail (Photo 3).  
Many ‘animal’ soft kites use some form of drogue 

10 Exceptional All the kites in this chapter are tail-less.  But Chinese dragons use balanc-
ers 



4)  Added for impact or decoration 
 
But before looking at types of tail, are there any 
generalisations that can be made? 
 
Firstly it bears repeating that until Eddy and 
Conyne, ALL western kites required a tail to fly. 
By contrast a majority of the kites made which 
have a family link to the Indian fighter are tail-
less – certainly if we ignore the little fillets 
found on many Indian fighters.  Such kites be-
ing made of paper and bamboo they are light 
and flexible – low weight and dihedral make a 
tail unnecessary. 
 
General statements about Chinese and Japa-
nese kites are less easy to make.  There are 
many Chinese designs which represent living 
animals and which naturally include fish or bird 
tails.  However their non-figurative flat designs 
may be provided with tails.  These seem to be 
utilitarian e.g. hairy rope or string – but I have 
known silk cord and tassel.   
 
Rope tails are found on kites where the tail is 
not seen as a significant part of the image but 
simply as a necessity i.e. the cords from which 
a picture hangs rather than its frame.  Japanese 
kite designs include many abstract flat designs 
some of which require a tail to fly.  Multi-spar 
flat kites may use multi-bridles for drag (Edo’s) 
or require a tail when there are fewer bridles 
(Tsugaru). 
 
The design which is right at the margin of tail/
tail-less is the Malay/Diamond/Eddy.  Malays 
may fall into either class. Diamonds usually 
have tails and Eddy’s big contribution was to 
produce a tail-less kite.  All these kites are 
roughly diamond shaped and there is a view 
amongst many kite fliers that such a kite with-
out a tail is somehow superior to those that 
have a tail fitted. 
 
Large size doesn’t seem to affect whether a tail 
is needed – the world’s largest kite is tail-less 
and large soft kites need tails as part of their 
design not their size.  The nearest to a general 
proposition is that small kites (10cm and below) 
invariably are unstable without a tail. 
 
2   Main tail types 
Drawings 1 and 2 plus the key are by Ernest 
Barton.  They illustrate several of the common 
tail types and show how they might relate to 
the kite design.  They will be referred to as we 
look at categories of tails. 
 
The main types of tail are: 
 
2.1  Bow Tail (see D 1) 
2.2  Banner (D2 A) 

2.3  Ribbons, streamers and tassels (D2 B/C/D/
E/F and I) 
2.4  Ladder tails 
2.5  Tubular tails (D2 G) 
2.6  Drogues (D2 H J and K) 
 
2.1 The bow tail is traditional in England, it is 
invariably found in 18th and 19th century pic-
tures of archtop and similar kites.  The tradi-
tional brown paper diamond of my youth was 
equipped with newspaper bows on a string tail.  
In its simplest form it is a length of line tied 
round zigzags of 10cm wide newspaper at 30cm 
intervals on a total length of 7-10 times the 
length of the kite.  Just how long depends on 
the size of the paper bows (once called 
‘chickens’) and wind speed.  In my case it de-
pended primarily on the inaccuracies of the kite 
maker.  Remember the objective is to damp 
down oscillations of the kite so that it is drag 
not weight which is desired.  A simple test for 
such a tail is that it should be weaving slightly 
behind a stable kite, flying dead straight shows 
that it is longer than is needed for performance. 
 
There are many variations on the basic idea.  
The bows could be lengths of fabric (a well 
known kite book reminded you that the line 
should be tied round the fabric, not the fabric 
round the line, for then they could slip down to 
the end of the tail.  Thought you needed to 

Tailpiece—George Webster 
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Drawing 1 



Drawing 2 

A Wide banner tail on a Hexagon Kite B Eight Streamers on an Octopus Kite C Graded Streamer on a Della Porta  

D Batten stiffened tail on Totemic Kite E Looped ribbon tail on a Sled Kite F Graded ribbon sewn pieces with upper 
streamer on a Barn Door Kite—
designed for very high winds. 

G Parallel narrow streamer tubes. H Fat parallel streamer tubes—or wind-
sock on the line. 

I Horsetail streamer ribbons on a para-
foil 

J Line of bucket drougues.  Can easily 
be made too big for the kite. 

K Quatrefoil drogue—harder to make, 
easier to connect in line. 

  

Tailpiece—George Webster 
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know that).  Using fabric leads on to tape, or a 
streamer, with the bows sewn across. 
 
Long tails are notorious for tangling – you 
might find a separate winder for them an im-
provement.  Fabric tails can be made in sec-
tions joined by swivels which reduces some 
problems and allows sections to be added/
withdrawn in accordance with conditions. 
 
2.2 A banner tail is basically a long, often ta-
pered, strip, worth distinguishing from stream-
ers and ribbons because of the different way in 
which it is attached and a couple of points 
about construction.  Chapter 2 mentions that 
stiffening a long tapered banner might have led 
to the invention of the kite in Europe – might 
not did. 2A shows a banner tail which has a 
spar across its leading edge and a 2-point at-
tachment.  Thai snakes can be considered as a 
flat kite with an integral long tapered banner 
tail. 
 
2B is an octopus as shown – change the deco-
ration and replace the strips with a banner and 
you have a western snake. 
 
To reduce twisting some banners have stiffen-
ers or battens at intervals.  When the tail is 
made out of plastic, manufacture is just tedious 

cutting and joining.  Made out of ripstop there 
are two points to watch. 
If the ripstop grain is along the length of the 
piece (Drawing 3) then you either have to taper 
from each side of the material (wastage) or cut 
AC and then join AD-BC – otherwise the grain 
will cause distortion.  Furthermore you have to 
consider either hot cutting to seal the edges or 
hemming.  The end of a long banner tail is no-
toriously prone to fraying due to the incessant 
vibration and movement – so at least hem the 
end or add a length of line or at least add a 
loop to the tip. 
 
Secondly your ripstop needs to be flexible and 
not too stiff – otherwise the dampening effect is 
spoilt.  The Schwiemann’s pyro delta is a delta 
with two tapered banner tails – the trick being 
that a comparatively light ‘floating’ fabric is 
used.  Other designers, such as Carl Robert-

shaw have used a single width tapered tail – 
looks great but for me two is preferable. 
 
2.3 Ribbons, Streamers and tassels 
Perhaps the simplest of all tails is a length of 
ribbon.  Back in the old days’, when we had to 
make our own amusements and when arena 
tape was lovingly taken down for re-use as tails 
(often before the festival was over), I remem-
ber a distinguished flier offering unlimited 
lengths of reel-to-reel computer tape for tails.  
And jolly grateful we were too. 
 
Tape attached at one end has a low drag to 
weight ratio which is a problem if drag to stabi-
lise is the prime aim – but its length can en-
hance the impact of a small kite in the air.  
Looped (2E) the ribbon provides more drag and 
is the ideal tail for a sled (Chapter 8).  A classic 
use of narrow streamers is to mount eight for 
an octopus (2B).  2C combines features of 
streamer and banner. 
 
Strips of fabric can be joined to make wider, 
lighter ribbon tails.  Drag can be increased by 
frilling through cutting 1/3 depth from each side 
alternately down the length. 2F shows a combi-
nation of fabric and streamer bows. 
 
Groups of fabric strips fastened together are 
known as ponytails or mare’s tails.  This was 
the tail system used on the (small) First Jalbert 
parafoil kite (2I). Simple to make but since they 
are in practice never hemmed, they are prone 
to considerable fraying. 
 
Bunches of short fabric strips merge into tas-
sels.  Paper tassels and pompoms’ are found on 
older European kites, several Southeast Asian 
fighter designs and some Malaysian Waus. 
 
2.4 The classic ladder tail consists of two 
rope lengths joined periodically by ‘rungs’ of 
bamboo etc.  The only one I have ever seen live 
used black painted balsa wood for very light-
weight rungs.  I can remember the tail but not 
the kite.  2D shows the effects possible with 
battens. 
 
More often seen nowadays are ‘soft’ ladders 
where the rungs are also fabric and there may 
be several lengths connected in this way.  I’m 
looking for a good illustration.  Such tails are 
very effective (in terms of drag/weight ratio) 
and dramatic in the sky.  They can be cut and 
arranged to give very clear lattice effects, nets 
or sinuous cobwebs. 
 
2.5 Tubular tails are the tails which have been 
most rapidly developed in recent years – origi-
nally linked with the availability of lightweight 
plastic tubing.  They first came to prominence 

Tailpiece—George Webster 
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as the yellow tails fitted to Peter Powell’s fa-
mous blue ‘stunters’ and contributed greatly to 
the effect – the kite was by modern standards 
quite slow but would leave a memory in the sky 
of its last two spins by the shape of the tail. 
 
Minimum alterations to the proportions and 
shape of the standard tube can produce a pencil 
(with black line as the writing) or adverts for 
birth control.  See 2G & 2H. 
 
Long tubular tails are tedious to sew, kite trad-
ers usually have a good range from 10m to 
30m long which are cheap and leave only the 
problem of colour matching. 
 
2.6 Drogues.  The origin of drogues (Nares 
Windcups) is given in chapter 2 together with a 
plan for a simple classic drogue.  The great ad-
vantage of a drogue is that its effect is propor-
tional to wind speed.  There are two problems.  
Firstly some writers told that a drogue acts as a 
lever – so the longer the line to the kite the 
greater the effect.   
 
BUT the drogue does nothing until it is flying 
and for some kites it may be that the critical 
factor is stability in the first 2m or so of flight – 
hence some of the complex tail arrangements 
in Ernest’s drawings.  Of course bow and ribbon 
tails have to be fully extended to be effective 
but they do provide more immediate drag.  
Secondly even regular drogues spin.  A swivel is 
vital otherwise the line twists so that the 
drogue moves even closer to the kite – even 
swivels are not a perfect solution. 
 
There is now a vast range of fancy shaped and 
spinning drogues on the market often sold as 
wind things for the garden.  Many can be simply 
attached to the kite.  Simple rigs include a con-
tra rotating drogue at each wing tip of a delta, 
a large one (see 2J or 2K) attached to the back 
of the spine and perhaps a matching set on the 
line. 
 
There are many complex designs to make.  As 
with tubular tails, look at your local kite dealer 
for inspiration. 
 
3  Alternatives to tails 
The purpose of a tail is primarily to provide 
drag which it does from a good position i.e. at 
the back of the kite.  There are alternatives.  
Some kites (e.g. Edos) use multiple bridles 
partly for their drag.  Very recently I have seen 
a low-aspect ratio or columnar kite where the 
last few bridle points have slack bridles acting 
not to fix the kites angle of attack but to pro-
vide drag. 
 
I have seen deliberately induced drag on the 

flying line by using a loose woven core-less line 
with triangles of ripstop sewn on at frequent 
intervals – Carl Robertshaw.  This is the latest 
variation of what Americans have called ‘line 
garbage’ i.e. adding tubular tails, flags, sets of 
drogues etc to flying lines so that often the kite 
is simply a plain parafoil-type ’lifter’ and the at-
tention is on the line decoration. 
 
Chinese dragon kites (chapter 10) need to bal-
ance each component kite (or cell of the drag-
on) and produce the necessary drag by balanc-
ers with feathers or pompoms at the end.  Eiji 
Ohashi has used the idea of balancers rather 
than tails on rectangular kites where the bal-
ancer with tufted ends extends wide of the trail-
ing edge.  The main advantage is no tails on a 
light-pulling kite designed to be flown in train.  
Years ago I bought a small diamond achieving 
the same effect by extending the cross spar 
wide of the wing tips and having fabric fringes 
on their length – reminiscent of a biker’s leath-
er arm fringes. 
 
Deltas have been designed with frilled trailing 
edges – are they really multiple tails? 
 
4   Tails in a hurry 
If you fly tailed flat kites then you will quite of-
ten need to vary the tail – usually to add drag 
in a high wind.  So it is good practice to have 
some spare tail material with you – a length of 
ribbon, a drogue or a strip of ripstop – together 
with some spare line and a swivel to attach it.  
Sometimes you might want a tail to obtain 
symmetry in a damaged kite.  I well remember 
25 years ago in California watching a flier work 
a delta up a cliff close to the face – good flying 
made memorable because the delta had a piece 
of branch (?driftwood) replacing the cross spar 
and a length of seaweed was attached off cen-
tre of the trailing edge to re-balance it. 
 
If you don’t have anything brought for the pur-
pose then, remembering that it is drag that you 
are after: 
 Tie on a paper handkerchief or tissue 

(preferably unused) 
 Make a paper tassel or bow tail from 

newspaper 
 Use bunches of grass, leaves or other nat-

ural materials 
 
Reflecting the likely available materials nowa-
days, remember an excellent tail can be made 
from a plastic bag.  Cut off the bottom so you 
have a circular band of plastic. Cut round and 
round the bag producing a single long strip – 
width your choice.  This is easy to do with scis-
sors.  Hold them open and pull the bag past the 
blades. 

Tailpiece—George Webster 
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HUNSTANTON KITE FESTIVAL 

~kl~ SUNDAY 21sT AUGUST AT THE SMITHDON SCHOOL FIELD 

The Hunstanton Rotary Club will be hosting their ninth kite festival this year 
Gates will open at 9am and a full arena programme will continue all day 
All aspects or kite flying will be catered tor with demonstrations from Stafford Wallace 
Team Spectrum Team Adrenalize Dark Star with support from the Great Ouse Kite 
Flyers Thorpe Kite flyers and the Midland Kite Flyers. Also special guest flyers will 
include Bruno & his stacks Stuart Fletcher flexi display Scotts mega Manta 
Alison Gray-Smith. Peter Powell stack Revolution by John Arnott and many more 

104 

Power kites for buggying and land boarding p 
Safely gear, harnesses, clothing and eyewear ~~lh 

Two and four line sports kites t ~~ 1111~~ 
Single lines kites from children to large decorative ~"IG~.t~~fth~ 

Inflatable kites and drogues ~ \q b U~ 

vas~:ndg::n:~~~:s~:i;s~i~~~~~e~~~~~~~~~:~~::eb~~:~r~ites Pl~ll 0 'lll~S 
Rips lop nylon - fifteen colours available also 2,4.6 oz pu coated nylon ~OlQ, f ~~~ 

Tapes, webbing, sleeving, zips, thread and bungee esostic in various sizes GQ~lll 
Flying line sets and in bulk for all Kites including cotton for fighters ,1 

"'~ 
Kite bags in various sizes to carry uplo 2SI<ites- heavy duly and very strong 

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR FULL DETAILS 

_ -,. www.kiteworks.co.uk (cholkies)e.mail keith@kiteworks.co.uk 
~~~ (ft!J. Address: The Studio, 22 Cranlield Place, Walsall, West Midlands WS5 4Pl rt""''llllllll! 
ITil l~.:='~ Tel/fox: +44 (0)1922 624739 Mobile: 07775643746 vtsJJ ~ .......... 

Please note: visitors ore most welcome, coli first to ensure we ore available 



Allan Pothecary 
 
There are no two ways about it – this kite flies 
like a pig!  If you want to draw a crowd and 
make everyone smile whilst having a good laugh 
yourself, then this is what you buy! 

The flying pig comes with lines, handles and a 
pink carry case complete with its own cute little 
curly tail costing a little under £80.00. This may 
be a little pricey – it depends how much you like 
to pay to enjoy yourself. 
 
Assembly wasn’t easy the first time but once you 
have realised that the thin, fibre-glass rods slide 
through narrow sleeves around the edge to help 
maintain the shape you will soon be attaching 

the lines. 
 
You are not going to win any competitions with 
this one in fact rising, STACK quadline superstar, 
Garry Mathews said he found it “a bit of a swine” 
to fly – oh yeah, I get it now – swine – pig – 
thanks Garry! 
 
It needs a reasonably stiff breeze to keep the pig 
in the air and then it’s lots of fun! 
 
The pink porky tends to sit up on his/her tail and 
needs a little trimming to keep it level but if you 
can clear the laughter tears from your eyes you 
might be able to make a bridle adjustment to 
rectify this. 
 
As usual, if you want to try before you go off to 
your favourite trader look out for the Close En-
counters/kiteworld.co.uk banner, but please bear 
with us if we are competing that day. 
 
Thanks to TKC for the loan of the kite which will 
be donated for auction at the end of the season. 

….and pigs will fly 
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Allan and Marilyn Pothecary 
I suppose everyone knows a little about the history 
of the Cody kite and I’m sure there will be a pletho-
ra of accurate information in the annals of experts 
such as our own Mr Webster, so I won’t even at-
tempt that side of things. 
 
I’ve always been fascinated by the Cody and would 
have loved to have owned one but had been put off 
making one by the complex accuracy required or 
the availability of one to buy, or the price. 
 
We bought a small, cheapie one once but after 
bashing a few people about the head at Portsmouth 
one year – no matter what I did to try to improve 
the stability – we have not had the inclination to 
take it out of the bag since! 
 
You can, therefore, imagine my delight when Ben 
from TKC offered me one to test fly and demon-
strate at the various shows, competitions and festi-
vals we attend up and down the country throughout 
the year. 
Lutz Treczoks was born in 1958 and started serious 
kite flying in 1988 when there was no limit to his 
ambition to experiment with many varieties of kite 
before specialising in box and Cody kites. Lutz is 
now a Greenpeace activist and able to use his crea-
tions to attract attention. 

 
The Treczoks Cody from HQ Kites is a three tiered, 
9 foot by 4 foot beauty that flies extremely well in 
winds of 2 to 6 Beaufort. It is accurately made with 
some complex panels and tensioning lines which 
must be a nightmare to get right if you are making 
your own – or quite a satisfying challenge if you are 
that way inclined. 
 
The kite comes at a price, amazingly, below 
£130.00. 
We had an idea of how it went together (from our 
experience of the cheapie) by starting at one wing 
tip with one of the two longest rods. There is a 
sleeve in the main sail to slide it in – then make 
sure you go through all the relevant holes in the 
box to utilise the fixed ring on the bottom part of 
the front section. Important to note that it fits over 
the end rather than in the arrow knock. 
 
The rod is tied at the other end and although the 
instructions tell you how to do this, it’s not clear 
how much to leave clear so you will have to come  

Treczoks Cody 



back and level it all up when you put in the second 
rod. A good tip might be to mark the rod once you 
have found the best setting. The same sort of thing 
for the back section too. 
 
This Cody has a third sail on the top to aid stability 
but we found that the tensioning line which had to 
held in place by trapping the knot in it between the 
front support stay and its retaining clip was not 
very satisfactory as the slightest jar seemed to 
knock it out.  Our friend Michael from Solent Kite 
Fliers came to the rescue here by dispensing with 
this line and tying off a new one on a permanent 
basis. 
 
The first time we launched the Cody was at Wey-
mouth. With medium pull it rose swiftly and 
smoothly in to the air. It immediately started a pro-
cession of admirers and a list of questions to be an-
swered along with a few interesting anecdotes 
about grandfathers’ involvements. I raised a few 
“oohs” and ”aahs” when I gave it lots of slack an let  
fly around and then recover on its own. 
 
At Middle Wallop we even had some of the ‘power 
boys’ interested. 
 
With an easy to adjust bridle to alter the trim if you 
need, this will be an excellent lifter kite and we will 
be using it to show off all sorts of line laundry. 
 
Treczoks Cody is just one of a number of large kites 
we will be reviewing but it is so relaxing and such a 
joy to fly that when Ben asks for it back – I’m going 
to swear blind that I lost it! 

 
Look out too for reviews of our new, dual line, com-
petition kites - the Transfer XT.s team kite from 
Atelier – the top end of the range and the new mas-
terpiece from the Tim Benson/Andy Wardley stable 
– I am not a trick flyer but I took a prototype on 
holiday and it even made me look good! 
 
Allan and Marilyn are current STACK UK Experi-
enced pairs champions and are sponsored by 
www.kiteworld.co.uk  

Treczoks Cody 
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No Flying Here! - Allan Pothecary 

Something about notices - If someone has put  one up 
then that probably means they don’t want a particular 
event re-occurring. 
 
For instance if you come across one that says “Please 
Close the Door” then it probably means someone keeps 
leaving it open.  I was once very alarmed to see a notice 
in a hospital kitchen which read “Please don’t empty bed
-pans in the sink” 
 
Therefore I hope that the photo here shows sensible 
foresight on behalf of the council.  To be safer still I’d 
like to hear of their plans to re-route the power cables. 
(the supports of which also make a reasonable chal-
lenge for a second climbing frame). 

Two, custom made, ultra-light, full size Matrix kites in 
black, grey and yellow. 
Hardly flown, sold as a pair £165 for both. 
Allan Pothecary 07759 282 348 
Private ads are free to members.  If you wish to adver-

tise any kite related item then all we need is your copy.  
For the next issue this should be with us by 15th Sep-
tember. 

Private Ad 



More about the Gibson Girl 
Following the article recently about the origins of 
the Gibson Girl we received the following: 
 
My name is Pete Weiler and  I am the webmaster 
of the 39th Bomb Group (VH) Association's web 
site located at http://39th.org.   
 
I routinely search the internet for "39th Bomb 
Group" to see what sites mention the group .. 
whether they be historical or current news (as is 
the case at times with obituaries of the group's 
veterans) and I found your site in which you have 
a except of former S/Sgt James Schwoegler, Radio 
Operator, Crew 30. regarding their Gibson Girl 
Kite.  
 
What Schwoegler's account did not mention was 
after spending the night in the lift rafts (lifeboat) 
their Gibson Girl SOS was picked up by a B-29 that 
had been sent out to search for them. With the fog 
the B-29 in the air once receiving the signal 
homed in and flew anywhere from 100-500 ft 
above sea-level triangulated and relayed their lo-
cation to the USS Tinosa which had been ordered 
to the area to assist in the search. They were hit 
with flak on 1 June they were rescued 2 June.  
 
Ironically just a month ago I received a photo in 
the mail from Lewis Jackson, Central Fire Control 
Gunner Crew 45. Crew 45 was the B-29 that 
homed in on the SOS and relayed Crew 30's loca-
tion to the rescue sub. The photo is from the 
group's Dayton 1995 reunion. Its of the members 
of Crew 30 and Crew 45, it’s at this reunion that 
Crew 30 learned that it was Crew 45 that was that 
B-29 that aided in their rescue. In the photo Jim 
Schwoegler is holding the kite.  Here is the direct 
link http://39th.org/39th/aerial/62nd/
crew45a.htm.   
 
Speed Kite Contest 27th & 28th August 2005, 
Dieppe France.  
The Dieppe Kite club are organising a Speed Kite 
competition and are looking for UK entries. The 
details as far as my french will allow are, You fly 
you sport kite between two 5m masts and the 
speed is measured using a digital camera and a 
computer.  
 
The best time set in 2002 was 128km/h and they 
are hoping to improve on this.  
 
If you are interested in representing the UK please 
contact Eric Lincot on lincot.eric@wanadoo.fr  
 
New Kite Web Site 
www.nafka.net is the new website url for the North 
American Fighter Kite Association. it's been active 
for only a few weeks and is worth a look. it isn't 
completed and more info is being added every  
day or so. 
 
If you have a plan or article about fighter kites you 
want to post,  just click the contribute button and 

follow the  instructions.....easystuff. 
 
Bruce Lambert 
 
Fish Eye Photos 
Malcolm Goodmans daughter Jennie has been cre-
ating 360° photos of various places—including 
some great pictures of Cervia 2005.  Well worth a 
look. http://www.fisheyephoto.co.uk/html/
ipix_html/cervia_05.html  
 
Beach Ban at Cleethorpes 
Press Gazette, UK: 2 June 2005 
 
A freelance photographer has found himself in hot 
water - for taking unauthorised photographs on 
Cleethorpes beach. 
 
John Byford - who sells to newspapers, magazines, 
agencies and consumer businesses - went to the 
north-east Lincolnshire resort to take stock pic-
tures of a two-day seafront kite festival.   
But he was forbidden from doing so by event or-
ganisers in case children were inadvertently in-
cluded in any of his shots. 
 
Father-of-three, Byford, who is also a town coun-
cillor at nearby Skegness, said: "I was surprised 
and somewhat upset - I thought the restriction 
was unduly harsh. "It was a colourful event and I 
wanted some shots for my stock portfolio. 
 
I wouldn't have taken pictures of children without 
the permission of their parents. "A security guard 
told me I wouldn't even be permitted to take 
pictures from the tideline. 
 
"To treat every photographer as a potential paedo-
phile struck me as a sad reflection on modern soci-
ety. At this rate, there will be no photographic rec-
ord of British beach life in the first half of the 21st 
century." 
 
A spokesman for North East Lincolnshire Council, 
which organised the event, commented: "We re-
gret any inconvenience caused to bona fide pho-
tographers, but the safety and welfare of visitors 
has to be our first priority." 
 
Basant International Kite Exhibition—
February 2006 
We are the Rafi Peer Theatre Workshop, organiz-
ers of the largest art festivals in South Asia. In the 
coming February, 2006 the Basant (kite-flying) 
Festival in Lahore, Pakistan will be a unique expe-
rience. Our contribution to Basant - the largest 
kite festival in the world, will be an International 
Kite Exhibition. We are inviting you to display your 
kites at this exhibition and join us in celebrating 
Basant.  
 
Around 50 kite designers and flyers from 20-30 
countries will come to Lahore and create a world of 
colour. This will be a unique exhibition because of 
its scope as well as its setting in Lahore’s historic 
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district.  
 
Several fun-filled activities will be organized along 
with the kite exhibition. Balls, kite installations 
around the city and workshops in the preceding 
week will add colour and momentum to the event.  
 
In Lahore, everyone celebrates Basant which is a 
unique spring festival that welcomes the new sea-
son with music, dance, food and drink, and a lot of 
kite-flying. Virtually every Lahori actively partici-
pates in the occasion making Basant one of the 
largest public festivals in the world. Over the 
years, the festival has attracted thousands of tour-
ists who travel to Lahore especially for the extrav-
aganza. Basant is by far Pakistan’s largest tourist 
event. 
 
Over the years, the Rafi Peer Theatre Workshop 
has firmly established its credentials as the fore-
most organizer of international festivals in Paki-
stan. Its chain of 19 International festivals has 
brought renowned puppeteers, dancers, stage-
artists and musicians to Pakistan from all over the 
world and attracted huge audiences.  
 
Each kite designer will bring a minimum of 20 kites 
to the festival. We will provide all hospitality costs 
including travel, board and lodging. Please respond 
to this email with photographs of your kites if you 
would like to be considered for participating in this 
festival. 
Faizaan Peerzada, President, Rafi Peer Theatre 
Workshop.  www.peergroup.com.pk 
From The BBC 
Conflict diaries: Evening in Kabul 
The BBC recently looked at the everyday lives of 
people living in some parts of the world that are 
worst-affected by conflict.  
 
Here, kitemaker Mohammed Naim, who lives in 
the Afghan capital Kabul, talks about his evening 
and how he tries to have fun amid the problems. 
 
Mohammed flies his kites on the hills around Ka-
bul.  To make a kite, we use a special type of col-
ourful tissue paper. There is an order to follow 
when we are putting the kite together, and it's im-
portant that the finished square shape is equal in 
length and width. 
 
I have been coming to this hill for the past four 
years, with my 
brother, Abdul. I come here on Fridays for fun, 
along with the children and the other people. 
 
In winter, it's very cold but the sun shines brightly 
up here. It's 
warmer, the snow thaws quickly and so people like 
to come. In the summer as people are busy with 
their daily lives and the weather is hot, people just 
come here on Fridays 
 
Before the civil war, back in the days of the fa-

mous singer Ahmad Zahir, people were flying kites 
all over Afghanistan - in Jalalabad, Kabul, the 
provinces, in the open fields. 
 
My brother Abdul was the only friend I had during 
my childhood. And kite flying was the only pastime 
I had. 
 
There has been war in Afghanistan for such a long 
time that people have got used to it to a certain 
extent.  People are flying kites now because they 
feel free.  I remember once during the civil war 
Kabul was shelled with rockets, but we continued 
to fly our kites. The children did too. 
 
One day Abdul was seriously injured. He decided 
he wanted to fly his kite from the roof of our 
house, and fell down two stories.  Another time he 
hurt himself trying to rescue a kite that was stuck 
on the rocks of a mountain side near our house. 
 
The two of us made kites in order to sell them. I 
started making kites when I was 12-years-old.  We 
had a small shop in our village that sold kites. But 
we weren't able to sell all the kites we made, so 
we had to take some of them to the bazaar. 
 
By selling the kites, we could support our family 
and were able to pay for school expenses. People 
liked the kites made of coloured tissues and would 
run after them to and try to catch them once they 
had been set free. 
 
During the days of the Taliban, flying kites was 
banned. It was impossible to fly kites. You couldn't 
even fly them secretly as the Taliban's informants 
were everywhere. 
 
The people needed to entertain themselves but 
they were not allowed. After the Taliban the peo-
ple's spirit is alive again* 
 
Today in Kabul people feel safer than in the prov-
inces.  In Kabul, for example, people can fly kites, 
but in many provinces they can't, because of the 
situation there. 
 
People are flying kites now because they feel free. 
The people's spirit is free now. After the Taliban 
the people's spirit is alive again. They were dead 
and now they are alive. 
 
Kite boat is unveiled by explorer 
 
 
Explorer Dom Mee will display what he says is the 
world's first ocean going kite boat on Tuesday in 
Taunton. 
 
Full details and the route of the "epic adventure" it 
will be involved in later this year are to be an-
nounced at a naming ceremony later in the sum-
mer. 
 
Mr Mee, 33, said: "This is my hardest challenge 
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yet. I will be crossing an ocean in a vessel pow-
ered only by kites. This is truly into the unknown." 
 
The explorer is also planning a solo sailing expedi-
tion in 2007. 
 
Mr Mee added: "The maximum size of the kites 
involved is 10 square metres, which gives us a 
maximum speed of eight knots." 
 
The boat is 14 foot long, and has room for one 
person only. 
 
Kite Documentary 
For the first time ever, a kite-related documentary 
film has received major recognition at the 2005 
Tribeca Film Festival in New York City. 
 
Conceived by Matt Nie, this 8 minute film features 
Ray sharing his passion for kites and his passion 
for life. 
 
"I do what I love to do, because I love to do it." 
 
Flying since 1980, Ray is a living testament to art-
istry and attitude.  Reminding us to live, love, and 
fly. This film does an excellent job of conveying 
that spirit, and moved this author - quite a wake 
up call. 
 
At 79 years of age, he's had his share of challeng-
es in recent years and continues to share his art 
with audiences all over the world, travelling to 
dozens of international festivals every year.  Film 
credits to: 
    Director - Matt Nie 
    Producer - Dennis Guskov 
    Camera - Jon Day 
    Editor - Paul Paras 
    Sound - Graham Zwicker 
 
There are both large and small versions of this film 
available for download from the Vancouver Film 

School's web site, at no charge. We heartily en-
courage you to check it out, not to be missed! 
 
http://www.vfs.com/gallery.php?

id=3&category_id=25&project_id=675 
 
Buggy Bans 
You thought it was bad in the UK.  Have a look at 
http://www.powerkiteforum.com/
forumdisplay.php?fid=17 to see how one American 
Bugier is having to deal with the full force of the 
law. 
 
From the Web. 
 
See at http://www.iwantoneofthose.com the fol-
lowing two items. 
 
“LED Lazer Nighthawk Kite—£12.99.  Incorporating 
the latest lightweight miniature electronic technol-
ogy, the LED Laser Night Hawk Kite features six 
flashing red LED lights and includes a tiny powerful 
battery, capable of providing up to 20 hours' con-
tinual light. This single line 3D kite measures 
120cm across, has a fibreglass airframe, a flight 
manual, and comes ready to fly. Light up the 
night. 
“LED Lazer Stunt Kite £9.99.  With a 120cm wing-
span and a massive 6 metre tail, this delta-wing 
stunt kite is great fun during the daylight hours, 
but wait until nightfall and it really comes into its 
own. Incorporating six flashing red LEDs, the Lazer 
Stunt Kite will blaze great light trails across the 
sky. Go into tight spins and long swoops and 
watch as the lights flash across the sky. 
 
“If ever there was a crowd-pulling night kite 
(which we're not sure there was before this came 
along) then this is it. It has dual control lines, a 
nylon wing and a fibreglass airframe, comes pre-
assembled and includes the battery which will give 
you up to twenty hours of flashing night flight”. 
 
A Couple of Ebay Items. 
Painted by Kumi Sugai - Art Kite exhibition 1988. 
Some of you may remember the exhibition of kites 
painted by famous artists that was on exhibition in 
various countries.  These kites were made for the 
Goethe Institute.  There were a number of these 
kites for sale—this one did not sell. 
 
Navy Mark I Target Kite W.W.II German Plane- 
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UNUSED.   Described as This is an UNUSED Mark I 
Navy Target Kite. I listed this last month but then 
I found the Rudder in the attic, It is in great shape 
and completes this kite. They were flown for gun-
nery practice and many are full of holes and faded. 
This one was found in an attic and retains its origi-
nal cords still neatly packed in the original enve-
lope. Because it was in an attic, it is still in great 
shape and retains much of the original sky blue 
color. The fabric is in great shape and pliable with 
only one small puncture in on the edge. These kite 
are rare and one in this condition is hard to find. 
They were made to use at sea and were made to 
sink if lost so they didn't reveal the ships position 
to the enemy. This is a great example.  
 
The item listing also goes on with an extract from 
the Naval Manual. 
 
U. S. Navy Target Kites are designed to serve as 
manoeuvrable aerial targets for gunnery training, 
from ground or ship. All targets have certain ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The only perfect 
mark is an enemy airplane, but by the time that 
appears it is too late for practice. Any target which 
contributes to improvement in marksmanship is 
worthwhile. Because of the kite's natural ability to 
ascend in a wind it becomes a "natural" as an air 
target, but an ordinary kite is too easy a mark for 
modern gunnery requirements. The Navy's kite 
was therefore made manoeuvrable.  
 
The Mark 1 kite is five feet in size, weighs slightly 
under two pounds, and needs a ten-knot wind for 
flight. The size of the sticks is required by the 
stress which the kit undergoes in manoeuvring or 
being towed, as well as the need to withstand inju-
ry when hit by bullets. The two flying lines serve 
as control cords to steer the kite around the sky. 
Pulling either one moves the bridle stick which is 
connected to the rudder by tiller cords. A slight 
movement of the rudder slants the kite and causes 
it to move off to one side. A full movement brings 
the kite around in a loop; these can be made to 
right or left, or alternated to form figure-eights, 
either vertical or horizontal. A full movement 
quickly followed by a straightening of controls in-
verts the kite, diving it vertically. Nearing the 
earth another full- movement brings it upright and 
it rises by its natural kite action. The area of its 
manoeuvrings is about ninety degrees wide and 
seventy degrees high; it is faster in higher winds--
usually about twice that of the natural wind--and 
even faster when diving. The usual distance from 
kite operator to kite is about 200 yards, but if 
greater range for the gunner is desired, the opera-
tor can be located at any distance from the firing 
line. For winds lighter than ten knots the frame of 
the Mark 1 kite can be cut down in section.  
 
The Mark 2 will fly in six knots and provides a 
slower, and larger mark for elementary instruction. 
In lighter winds or when calm, the kite can be 
towed by a jeep or rail car, thus adding the hori-
zontal speed of the car to the aerial acrobatics of 

the kite. At sea, where adequate winds prevail or 
can be generated by the speed and course of the 
ship, the kite can nearly always be used.  
 
The Mark 1, Mod. 1 kite is specially designed for 
use at sea--to sink rapidly when lost or shot down, 
so that no trail of floating debris will indicate the 
ship's position. To stimulate the interest of the 
gunner, a silhouette of an enemy airplane is print-
ed on the cover. The ground colour being atmos-
phere blue, the outline of the kite merges into the 
sky so that the airplane is more prominent. Note 
that the most important target area of the airplane 
silhouette, represented by the pilot's cockpit, en-
gine and tanks, is also the most vulnerable point 
of the kite-the cross axis. The silhouette being 
about one-ninth the size of the actual fighter, the 
simulated distance becomes nine times that of the 
line-length, and the speed of the kite also appears 
proportionate for an actual airplane at the simulat-
ed distance. A downed kite when recovered can be 
easily put back into service by inserting a new 
stick, knotting a severed line, or patching the cov-
er. Spares come with each issue, and more can be 
readily manufactured on the station. Thus, the 
original quantity issued can be extended by intelli-
gent use and ingenious repair; but even if the kite 
is completely lost the cost is small--less than four 
dollars and a half. Also--it's a lot of fun to fly it.  
 
Another Ebay item—this time a photo from the 
early 900’s showing ice racing using kites—a new 
idea to us. 
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A NORTH AMERICAN STYLE FIGHTER KITE 
 
HOW CAN THEY BE GOOD PERFORMING KITES AT 
SUCH A LOW PRICE?   Many fighter kite makers have 
experimented extensively with many different ways of 
making an inexpensive good flying kite. None have  
come up with a viable solution. 
 
What I did was to use a proven and highly successful 
existing kite and modified it. The existing kite was an 
Indian bamboo/Mylar fighter kite. After all, these kites 
are proven, readily available and inexpensive. I want-
ed to know whether a Mylar/bamboo Indian fighter 
kite could be modified so it would fly like a North 
American style  competition fighter kite. I was pleas-
antly surprised with the results. 
 
My purpose in creating the Fusion Fighter was to  pro-
vide an affordable fighter kite that flies well in hopes it 
would expand the number of  fighter kite flyers. I did-
n't do it for financial gain; I make zero money from 
this kite. 
 
The final design I emailed to kite makers in India and 
ordered samples made to the plan I created. During 
my communication with various kite makers in India, I 
contacted Kirti Shah who owns www.one-world-
trading.com and currently sells Indian fighter kites, 
manjha, waxed cotton line, gator reels etc. Kirti was 
eager to contribute his expertise to this project be-
cause he too, wanted to expand the interest in fighter 
kites in North America. 
 
Hence the name FUSION FIGHTER, a fusion of Indian 
and North American fighter kite design with Indian 
fighter kite building know how and efficiency. Kirti 
thought of the name, which I thought was a perfect 
name for this kite. 
 
WHAT ARE THEY MADE OF? 
Here's the specs about the FUSION FIGHTER: These 
kites are hand made by skilled kite makers in India; 
the spines are hand split and shaped bamboo, the bow 
is hand split and shaped bamboo, it uses bamboo bat-
tens and a Mylar skin. The kites are about 17" from 
nose to tail and about 21" from wingtip to wingtip. 
 
Instructions for installing the 3-point bridle and basic 
tuning and flying information will be available on line 
both at www.nafka.net and at www.one-world-
trading.com for downloading. 
 
Remember, in India no new kite is made with a bridle 
attached; in India if a kite has a bridle it indicates the 
kite is used. These $4 kites need to be bridled by the 
buyer. 
 
I think this may be good because it gets the buyer di-
rectly involved with the kite. However, I also know 
some folks will not want to 'mess with the bridle'. For 
those people who can't or don't want to install a bridle, 
maybe one of the experienced flyers they know will 
bridle the kite for them or at least assist them. Bridle 
line will be included with each kite and clear instruc-
tions for installing the bridle will be downloadable on 
line at www.one-world-trading.com and 
www.nafka.net as well as basic fighter kite flying and 
tuning information. 
 
HOW DO THEY FLY? 

They fly great in most winds. In my opinion they are 
not successful flying in zero-2 MPH winds. The opti-
mum wind range is from about 4mph to 12 mph. 
 
Generally low cost kites are considered as beginners 
kites, not so with the FUSION FIGHTER. It's a great 
kite for beginning fighter kite flyers, mainly because of 
its low cost, and is great for experienced competition 
flyers because they'll be able to put though its paces. 
It is a full performance fighter kite capable of any 
fighter kite manoeuvre. 
 
How fast are they? FUSION FIGHTERS are not speed 
racing kites and they are NOT slow either. I would call 
them 'medium' speed. And I'm eager to fly them in 
line touch competitions to see how they perform 
against the very best line touch kites available. I think 
they will be competitive in both line touch and preci-
sion/skills competitions. In my experience only custom 
designed and custom made North American style fight-
er kites are noticeably better flying than FUSION 
FIGHTER kites. I invite you to fly them and see for 
yourself. 
 
WHERE DO YOU BUY THEM? 
www.nafka.net would be a natural place to buy them, 
but NAFKA is not set up to sell things other than pins. 
And since Kirti Shah is already in the kite selling busi-
ness and sells Indian fighter kites, cotton lines, gator 
reels, waxed cotton line etc already on his web site, 
www.one-world-trading.com it would be a natural for 
him to add this North American style kite to his line 
up. I asked him if it was something he'd be interested 
in and with great enthusiasm he said yes and said he 
will keep the kites in stock. 
 
If you'd like your favourite kite store to stock these 
kites also, please have them contact Kirti at www.one-
world-trading.com . 
 
They also do International Shipping. 

$4 Fusion Fighter—Bruce Lambert 
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AN early season meeting of the Kent Kite Flyers, 
at Capstone Park, brought silent gasps as a mur-
der took place on the club’s hilltop flying field.  
The murder in question—a murder of Flapping 
Crows made from an original design by Masami 
Takukawa was repeated a few days later at 
Blackheath. 
 
Regular readers may recall that in Issue 100 I 
recommended Mr Masami’s website and in partic-
ular his published design for the Flapping Crow.  
My earlier writing was submitted when U was at 
an early stage of Crow manufacture and I can 
now report further progress.  I have still yet to 
fly the thin plastic and bamboo version of the de-
sign (which requires extremely light winds) and 
have concentrated my efforts on the ripstop and 
carbon fibre version. 
 
My prototype ripstop model was made from 
white fabric (the Albino Crow?) and was fitted 
with: a 3mm carbon fibre spine and 3mm carbon 
fibre spar, while remaining structural compo-
nents were made from 7.25mm x 1.8mm bam-
boo.  The bamboo was larger than specified by 
Mr Masami but was left oversize because a) that 
was the dimensions of the slats in the blind from 
which the material was stolen, and despite much 
thought I could not come up with a device for 
stripping the cane slats to their specified width 
and b) because I am a lazy so-and-so. 
(Incidentally she has still to realise that the blind 
is several inches shorter.  Arf Arf!!). 
 
After a few test flights, it became obvious that 
instability was a problem that needed to be ad-
dressed (the Crows not me!).  Early remedies 
with thin ribbon tails were not 100% satisfactory, 
but by substituting a 2mm carbon fibre spar for 
the 3m original, the problem was solved and the 
tails no longer needed. 
 
With success looking increasingly likely I sprayed 
the Albino Crow with black engine paint to im-
prove the visibility of its excellent outline in the 
sky.  The next test flight was amusing:  in very 
light winds and with the Crow stable and flapping 
its wings, a real crow (feathered variety) ap-
peared and looked like it was spoiling for an aeri-
al punch-up.  It got within a foot of the kite be-
fore realising it had been duped!  Mr Masami’s 
website suggests this will happen, but I wouldn’t 
have believed him if I hadn’t witnessed the spec-
tacle with my own eyes. 
 
Perhaps feathered friend had flown close enough 
to see the rear of the ripstop which is white with 
some of the spray paint showing through and 
thought it was some sort of ghostly crow.  I can 

only speculate, but I don’t think crows are fa-
mous for being short sighted so the fact that the 
kite seemed to fool feathered friend is a testa-
ment to Mr Masami’s design. 
 
More test flying revealed that the ripstop flapping 
crow requires lighter winds than I had first antici-
pated and on several evenings as the wind 
dropped way on Blackheath it was the last kite in 
the air. 
 
So with flapping crow seeming a successful ven-
ture there was only one option left:  a Murder of 
Flapping Crows.  (Check your OED if you are 
doubtful about my use of the word murder!).  
Versions one and two were drawn on black rip-
stop using a white ink pen from an office supplies 
shop, and assembled with white thread to ease 
the sewing.  I narrowed the bamboo for the wing 
battens to 5.5mm making it closer to Mr 
Masami’s spec, whittling it to width with the ex-
tremely sharp serrated blade of my new (thanks 
Marquee Mark!) Swiss Army knife (Mariner mod-
el).  After whittling, sliding the blade sideways 
along the cut edges rounds them off nicely, leav-
ing just a small amount of sanding to complete 
the task. 
 
The bamboo stiffeners in the bottom of the keel 
pocket were left full sized, while an extra cane 
stiffener fitted to the front of the keel (not speci-
fied in the original design) was whittled to a 
vaguely aerofoil shape on its leading edge. 
 
I fouled up the sewing of version two, so rather 
than waste the material I re-drew it to 3/4 scale.  
Later test flying revealed instability which was 
rectified by replacing the 2mm carbon fibre spar 
with more flexible 2mm glass fibre—a thankfully 
easy fix! 
 
So, with two and a three quarter Flapping Crows 
built and tested I went into mass production to 
produce another four ready for the meeting of 
the Kent Kite Flyers.  Making the wing-batten 
pockets was simplified when I realised that by 
cutting strips of ripstop five squares wide, and 
sewing them one square in from the edge, the 
resultant three squares wide pocket held the bat-
tens just firmly enough not to need any glue. 
 
The spar guides running across the wings were 
devised similarly—although a four squares wide 
pocket is required to allow the spar end caps to 
pass through, when assembling the kite on the 
flying field. 
 
To speed up and simplify bending the six wing 

A Perfect Murder—Raymond Ashby 
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battens in each kite to the required 20°, I made 
a device to soak the bamboo just an inch either 
side of where the bend is needed.  I cut short 
lengths of neoprene tube, and slid the battens in 
so the mark for the bend was one inch inside.  
Then I plugged the bottom of the tubes with Blu-
Tak and put in two inches of water.  After two 
hours the cane was ready and a few deft seconds 
over a small meths burner gave the 20° lift to 
the front (leading edge) - checked with a pro-
tractor, and held until it cooled.  The advantage 
of localised soaking doesn’t need explaining I 
think. 
 
The final touch was to fit each Flapping Crow 
with a 12 foot leader line, and to make small 
loops every 18ft on the main line to connect the 

leader lines to. 
 
After all this frantic activity came the weekend of 
the Kite Kite Flyers Capstone meeting.  Never 
having flown a train of kites before, I enlisted 
help from KK secretary Gareth Williams and KK 
regular Bill Andrews to get eh murder airborne.  
Once all the Flapping Crows were connected to 
the main line, the first one was held up to get it 
flying and it pulled the next five off the ground, 
orientating themselves to the wind as they came 
up.  The wind was just right and in a matter of 
seconds there it was:  a Perfect Murder. 

A Perfect Murder—Raymond Ashby 
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1. Robert Van Weers new Moorish 
Idol kite. 

2. Robert Van Weers new Monkey 
Kite. 

3. Penguin Parafoil and Line Junk by 
Rainer Hoffmann. 

4. Devil Kite by Bernhard Dinkwerth. 
5. Clown Fish—maker unknown. 
6. Lothar Marx’s Egyptian kite. 
7. Three unusual Teddy Bear kites  

by H Blom 
8. Spider by Rainer Hoffmann 
9. Beach Bugs seen at Weymouth 
 
Photos by G & J Bloom 
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Chinook 
Winds Casino 
Resort in Lin-
coln City, Or-
egon. Compe-
tition will be 
held on June 
21-24. 
 
From David 

Gomberg (www.gombergkites.com). 
We had 15 teams from 7 countries representing 70 
contestants. We had an international judging panel 
representing AKA, STACK, and AJSKA. We had offic-
ers on site from those organizations and a team of 
observers from China. We had the best Field Direc-
tor and a team of line judges. We had a super 
scorekeeper, a talented announcer, and a great 
sound engineer. We had single line performers flying 
large kites and banner displays in the background. 
And we had an army of local volunteers assisting 
with field set-up, transportation, and nightly enter-
tainment 
 

But overall, we generated the largest spectator 
crowd I’ve ever seen at a sport kite event.  Over 
10,000 people attended over the four competition 
days. And that was on weekdays!!  

 
By the sec-
ond day, 
we could 
see a race 
to the finish 
between 
Tame Bird 
of France 
and Cutting 
Edge of the 
USA. Preci-
sion scores 
were close 
and a mere 
quarter 
point sepa-
rated them 
in ballet. 
 
Air Rex of 
Japan with 
five fliers 
surprised 
us all with 
their stun-
ning ballet 
and ATOMC 
from Co-
lumbia filled the sky with six fliers. (It took two US 
Senators writing the Embassy to get visas approved 
for the team!). Scratch Bunnies of England attended 
with only three of their four members and actually 
re-wrote their ballet on the plane. 
 
Sportsmanship was at its best. I saw fliers sharing 
tears when competitors erred, and cheering the suc-
cess of opponents. I saw ides and information and 
equipment be shared. I saw teams providing field 
support for others and struggling to get kites back in 
the air to minimize penalties. The show in the sky 
was not the only performance to be proud of. 
 
In the end, Cutting edge prevailed to win the Cham-
pionship. Tame Bird was close behind, and Watnu 
moved up on the final day to edge out Air Rex. But 
all the teams were winners.  
 
The British teams, Scratch Bunnies and Flame came 
12th and 13th. 
 
For more information and the scores see 
www.kitelife.com. 
 
All photos by Dave Goss, courtesy of Allan Pothe-
cary. 

World Sport Kite Championship. 
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Bristol International Festival of Kites & Air 
Creations 
3rd & 4th September 2005 
11.00am - 5.00pm, Ashton Court Estate 
 
Introduction 
Following the successful inclusion of the inflatables 
last year we are continuing with the festival  
theme of Kites & Air Creations.  The amazing in-
flatable pub has been sold on but we are hoping to 
entice it back again this year and to make sure we 
don’t run out of beer this time!! 
  
We look forward to welcoming familiar friends and 
hopefully lots of new faces to Bristol this year. It is 
our 20th anniversary year although not the 20th 
festival as we missed out the year of foot & 
mouth, when AKF gave a series of arena displays 
and ran workshops at the Balloon Fiesta.  
 
So we hope that many of you who have supported 
us over the last 20 years will come along to help 
us celebrate this landmark . Please do bring along 
any interesting kites, windsocks, inflatables, 
ground displays or sky junk to fly either in our 
special arena or generally in the free flying areas 
to add to the Festival atmosphere. If your kites are 
really spectacular or unusual let us know in ad-
vance and send in pictures so that we can build 
them into the Festival programme and pre-
publicity.  
 
This year we are again supporting GWR FM radio’s  
local charity Bristol Kidz . It aims to give local 
young people a chance to achieve and to experi-
ence opportunities they would not normally en-
counter in their everyday lives. This fits very well 
with our own Festival aim which is to ensure that 
as it grows and develops over the years the event 
remains friendly and welcoming and involves the 
local community.  
 
Guests: 
We are still liaising with various flyers and clubs as 
well as looking to share costs of some long dis-
tance flyers with Portsmouth.  
 
So far we are delighted to have confirmation from 
two French stars Didier Ferment with his wonderful 
graphic kites and wind garden and AWITA – whose 
reputation for always in the air makes augurs well.  
We also look forward to welcoming back big softee 
Phil McConnachie from Australia who sadly had to 
pull out at short notice last year and we are ex-
pecting Peter Lynn or one of his team will make 
their annual pilgrimage (preferably without the 
world’s largest kite). George Peters and Team 
Mangalore are also making a welcome appearance. 
 
As the line up and programme gets firmed up this 
will be posted on the festival website (www.kite-
festival.org) 
 
We also hope to welcome back many of the usual 
suspects such as the Decorators, Carl Robertshaw 

and many other wonderful UK flyers not to men-
tion local talent of Nick James and Martin Lester.  
 
Last but by no means least the stalwarts from 
Avon Kite Flyers will again be host club and they 
are particularly helping to liaise with UK clubs, so-
cieties and flyers as we hope that many of you will 
come along too. The team from AKF work really 
hard not only helping with the organisation, run-
ning children’s workshops and the information 
marquee but also putting on their own impressive 
arena displays.  
 
The format for the weekend will be along similar 
lines as before with two arenas, one for single line 
display kites and the other for a rolling programme 
of timetabled competitions and demonstrations. 
There will be the usual Rok battles both days so do 
bring along your individual and team kites ready to 
enter. AKF have again requested more relaxed 
rules a la Francais to help entertain crowds, so 
within reason anything goes but for safety sake no 
kevlar or sharp objects please!    
 
Alongside the arenas there will be the usual line up 
of kite traders and Festival food and drink, full bar, 
a range of inflatables and some modest children’s 
entertainments 
 
Saturday night party 
As has become a tradition at Bristol there will be 
an on site kite flyers party under cover in the large 
marquee where the usual excellent meal, with bar, 
which will be followed by the Festival auction.  
 
Tickets for the meal cover a choice of two or three 
hot dishes, on an Italian theme this year, 
(vegetarians catered for) and a pudding. Prices 
have been pegged for a fifth year running at £10 
per adult and £5 for a child (under 14 please!!) 
which, for those of you who have enjoyed the food 
before know, is good value.  
 
Please if you possibly can apply for these in ad-
vance as we have to confirm catering numbers the 
week beforehand.  Those not eating are more than 
welcome to come along and generally join in the 
party especially for the Festival Auction. 
 
Afterwards there will be the usual wonderful fire-
works and hopefully some night flying. If anyone 
can contribute to night flying we would love to 
hear from you. 
 
Accommodation 
We have again negotiated rates, which are the 
same as last year and ring fenced an allocation of 
rooms at Redwood Lodge Hotel. This is the nearest 
hotel to the site and the car park can take vans, 
cars with top boxes etc.  These rates will be held 
for reservations made before 31st July 2005; the 
room rates vary depending on which nights you 
require. All include bed, full breakfast and VAT.  
 
Friday 2 September or Saturday 3 or Sunday 4 (i.e 
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1 night only).  £84.00 bed & Breakfast per dou-
ble/twin or £67.00 bed & breakfast per single 
room 
 
Friday 2 & Saturday 3 September or Saturday 3 & 
Sunday 4  (i.e 2 nights).  £75.00 per night for 
bed & Breakfast per double/twin or £60.00 bed & 
breakfast per single room 
 
Sunday 4 September (as part of a 3 night stay) 
Special rate of £50.00 bed & Breakfast per double/
twin or £35.00 bed & breakfast per single room 
 
Please note that the hotel will charge their 
normal rates for reservations made after 31st 
July (though we are working on them to be a 
bit more flexible re this cut off time!). 
 
Bookings should be made direct with Redwood 
Lodge tel 0870 609 6144 mention you are booking 
as part of the Kite Festival.  
 
If we get any other hotel deals offered these will 
be posted on the festival website www.kite-
festival.org 
 
If you want to look at other hotel options  try 
the Bristol Tourist Information Centre  Ac-
commodation hotline 0845 408 0474 or try 
www.visitbristol.co.uk 
 
Camping 
As many regulars will know this is always a real 
problem for us as the Council has a complete ban 
on all camping in Ashton Court which is so frus-
trating as there is so much space, it is a wonderful 
site.  Also we appreciate that many of you want to 
stay close by and hotels aren't an option!   Every 
year some people abuse the system and just camp 
anywhere on site which is unfair on those of you 
who have paid to book in elsewhere and jeopardis-
es our future use of the site. 
 
The Council do however let us have what they call 
a 'Crew Area' where we can have pre-booked 
camping for traders and suppliers to which we 
manage to add in a good few of you flyers as well!  
If you would like to book in there and it will be 
pretty basic please write in with an SAE and we 
will try to fit you in!  We are again trying to nego-
tiate a small area on the edge of the crew field for 
caravans/motor homes because at the moment we 
are limited to tents  - because it is a local horse 
club’s gymkhana field!  
 
Alternatively we are also talking again to the regis-
tered caravanning club at Failand (less than 2 
miles away from Ashton Court) which some of you 
with caravans used in previous years.  Again we 
will post details in due course in the website or 
contact the festival office for details but they do 
get booked up very early. 
 
Parking 
To help cover costs, such as our site fee, we are 

again asking flyers for a contribution to car park-
ing.  We are also being asked to pay our share of 
the costs of resurfacing the plateau track which I 
am sure you will all be pleased to hear but its an 
expense we could do without. 
 
On arrival Flyers displaying a valid pass will be 
asked to pay £2.50 per day, (instead of £6 for 
general public).   
 
To get your car pass please apply in writing, with 
SAE, BUT SEND NO MONEY to:  Festival Office, 
5 Lilymead Avenue, Bristol BS1 2BY  Passes 
will be issued by on a first come first served basis 
up to a maximum of 500. ( Any kite fliers who are 
AKF members will have received details in the re-
cent AKF Newsletter asking their members to reply 
to Paul Clarke) The Festival will also be running a 
system of dropping off passes for those with par-
ticularly heavy loads of kites and kit so again men-
tion this in your car parking request. 
 
On behalf of the Festival team we are looking for-
ward to seeing you soon. 
 
Any queries please contact Avril Baker or Lynn 
Gibbons at: 
 
Festival Office, 5 Lilymead Avenue, Bristol BS4 
2BY 
Tel: 0117 977 2002   Fax: 0117 977 4255   
www.kite-festival.org 
e-mail info@abc-pr.co.uk or festival@kite-
festival.org 
 
Historical Get Together for VE Day  
OK, so its a bit late, but our local pub has decided 
that they will celebrate VE Day on 17/18 Septem-
ber. Never ones to miss the opportunity for a drink 
or seven, we have decided this is a great excuse 
for a get together of Gibson Girl owners, and of 
course Cody's, Eddy's, Gerber kites and anything 
else that was around in 1945.  
We have the use of a large flat field opposite the 
pub which is on the hill top and has no trees - only 
hazard may still be sheep poo. Pub will be open all 
day (what is this obsession with drinking I hear 
you all cry). North Yorkshire is a beautiful part of 
the world and and it doesn't get much better than 
Great Barugh, a hamlet between Kirbymoorside 
and Malton, around 25 mile NE of York.  
 
Camping will be free - and in our back garden. If 
we run out of space there we will bribe the neigh-
bours.  
 
Love to see as many of you as possible, so please 
do let us know if you will be coming.  
 
Carolyn & Jerry Swift  
jerry56.swift@btopenworld.com 07956 295489 
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This event takes place on Southsea Common, 
Southsea, Hampshire on Saturday 27th, Sunday 
28th and Monday 29th August and is jointly run by 
the Kite Society and Portsmouth City Council.  The 
site is a large grassed area and there are many 
local facilities including a leisure centre - so plenty 
to keep the non-flier happy.  The event is AA sign-
posted from the major access routes  
 
Saturday and Sunday will have a full programme of 
arena displays and demonstrations with Monday, 
once again being a relaxed informal day with no 
planned events.  The event will run along the 
normal lines and if anyone wishes to put on a 
display for the public then please contact us before 
the event so that we can timetable your 
demonstration in. 
 
This year we have a spectacular display of large 
inflatable kites with such notable kite fliers as:  Jos 
Valcke  (Belgium); Marco Casadio (Italy); Avon Kite 
Fliers and Brighton Kite Fliers. 
 
Other attendees include:  
 
From Holland: Robert and Heleen Valkenburg (The 
Wind Gallery); Otto Vossen 
 
From France:  Generation Kites, Team FLIC 
 
From Germany: Rainer Hoffmann, Bernard 
Dingwerth 
 
From India: Team Mangalore 
 
From Italy:  Claudio Capelli 
 
From Spain: Pedro and Estoban Gonzales 
 
From the U.K. The Flying Squad; Team Spectrum; 
The British Buggy Club; George Webster and Andy 
King on commentary. 
 
There will be a good selection of kite traders and 
caterers on site as well as a selection of non-kite 
stalls.  The fun fair will be in attendance for all 
three days plus there will be a dog show on the 
Monday. 
 
Festival Auction:  There will be a short (hopefully) 
auction taking place Saturday evening around 9pm.  
This will take place in the childrens workshop mar-
quee.  Items for the auction gratefully received be-
fore or on the day. 
 
Free parking is available for KSGB members and 
the pass on the BACK COVER should be displayed 
in your windscreen.  Please photocopy the pass as 
required.  You will be able to unload your vehicle on 
the site but PLEASE, once unloaded, move your car 
to the car park behind the craft marquee.  There is 
NO parking around the arena. 
 
Camping is not permitted on site other than for 
trader security. For details of local accommodation 
please contact the Portsmouth Tourist Centre on 
023 9283 6722, www.visitportsmouth.co.uk.. 

 
A full timetable and additional details will be availa-
ble on the web site shortly—
www.thekitesociety.org.uk 
 
Tony Cartwright and Sky Stage are once again pre-
paring two displays for the festival.   
 
MASS SERPENT LAUNCH:  All mass launches of 
Kites are enjoyed by the spectators.  But  long 
tailed kites, deltas, serpents has the biggest im-
pact. Please join us in this Display. 
 
SPIRIT SKY:  Sky Stage invite you to take part in 
a New Themed display at Portsmouth this year.  
The concept is of New Age ideas, which involve 
complimentary therapies, looking back at earlier 
times to rediscover folk roots and traditions.  The 
Spirit of a creature, what that animal , bird , insect 
etc. meant to different peoples? 
 
A Bat in the West has a sinister reputation, but to 
the Chinese is considered lucky. To the Druids a 
Bee  is finely attuned to the position of the sun in 
the sky and brings the sacred solar drink of mead 
as a gift to humanity. What does a Turtle mean to a 
North American Indian?  How do the Chinese view 
the creature in Feng shui terms? Chinese  Calligra-
phy, Tai Chi, Yoga, New Age Symbolism such a the 
“OM “.  The Elements.  
Plus Angels , Fairies , Devils and  dragons. 
 
I think you are getting the idea. Sort out a kite/
kites  
Research some background  information that 
George and Andy can talk about. Some kites will be 
self explanatory. 
 
Lets bring the Spirits to Life in the Sky. 
You can e-mail or write before with your ideas—
Tony “TC” Cartwright, 70 Pierson Road Windsor SL4  
5RF.  e-mail tc@rokmaster.freeserve.co.uk 
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Marco Casadio 
with Big, Big 
Mamma. 
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The Journal of the Bearly Made It Skydive Squad, The I nternational Brother 
and Sisterhood of Parachuting Fauna and the U. K. Ted Devils. Fblitically 
Incorrect and proud of it, cos we patronise no one, except t hem as deserv:es 
it. Mindless drive l content exceeds 1 001~. Not the product of a Banana. Republic. 

~uite a feVT computer buffs seem to have a ja
undiced view of Bill Gates empire, and having seen 
the latest idea from Microsoft we can go a long wi
th that. Fancy a Teddy fully equipped with faoe 
recognition software, electric motors, microphone 
and p. a.. system a.nd the full capability to report 
your every move? No, neither do we. '!'his sounds 
very Oroellian, :ai g Brother Bear, in of all pla
ces your childs nursery. 

Microsoft who really must have burned the 
midnight oil to come up with the name for this 
bear, "Teddy" say that your childs faci al cl1aJ.•
acteristics could be scanned into the bears com
fJuter so that as the child rooves, the bear tracks 
it, enabling the parent to rooni tor the child via a 
video l i nk. Thren more scarJ is the idea that the bear 
could be programned t o take on the characteristics of the 
parent, thereby giving t he parent a kid ~o hates teddy 
a change. 

bear s :rhich rmlces 

As you can imagine, this "Brave New \"iorld" idea has gone doml like a lead 
a.llX)ngst the Child developrent groups. ltost of their complaints are along the lines 
of what kids need is human contact in their formative years, t hey do not need cond
i tioning that a talking, spyi ng teddy bear is a parent figure, as this could really 
screw them up in later life. On second thoughts though, when you consider the num
ber of screm1 ups resulting from normal parent and child interaction, maybe this 
aint such a bad idea after all. 

{!161~ ~01( .&.auiJ: The photo of the prototype bear above, shows the bear with a 
..,., rather surprised expression, which is not surprising when you 

~i§~1~1~~~~ consider where the roonkey hid the nuts, and what the nuts cons-
fi isted of. Crumbs, electr ic motors, computer. video cam:n, mike 

~{,"fiif:':,ik and p. a . system, no mention of batteries, maybe he gets 240v:' 
straight up the jacksie, no wonder hes got that surprised look. 

Wind you, if this idea never gets into full as intended pr
oduction, theres i)robably a good future on the Karaoke c:i.cuit 
or circuit even, ::here the weight of t his fUrry wotsit woul d 

be of no consequence, indeed it would probably be an asset, 
unfortunately there is little or no f\.1ture for in the 
parachuting from K:ites caper, thi s weight ,.,ould be quite 

a drawback though J?Otentionly spectacular if the bear 
had a tota l from a thousand feet. 
Tnllflzs.... . 

Facial recognition locked onto nearest spurt ki~e disp-
lay . • 1 .. 5lbs of assorted mohair~ kapok, e~ectrom.c and 
computer gubbins reaching te:nm.nal veloc~ ty, • • lovely. 



.·Fund·raisers·· 
~amaze .·With·· 
~varied · efforts 
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Dropnik Slater tells us that donations are f'loocling 
in to the Telf'ord Hospice Appeal, with people from all 
walks of life getting involv.:ed in an amazing variety of 
f\uldraising efforts to boost the coffers. 

Even furry 'W'Otsits of the soft cuddly toy variety, 
namelJr Teddy Bears having been getting in on the act 
Tha.nks to the effort and skill of Michael Poole, a pati
ent at :R:>rtway House, dozens of the cuddly :favourites 
each with a different coloured ribbon, have taken up 
new abodes for a not inconsiderable sum of rooney. 

Not too sure if Dropnik Slater intends to offer any and or all of these bears a crack 
at the :parachuting caper, but if he does, we 1 11 keep you posted. ( gordon bennett, hope 
we have'nt lwnbered you there To:rzy) Nationwide, we reckon q,uite a bit of dosh is rai
sed by Parachuting and non Parachuting( dont know what they' re missing) Furries. Some 
Po-faced hows yer :f'arvas, will no doubt give all the usual about •cold as charity' but 
whats wrong w:i.th having a good laugh and raising a few bob for a good cause at the same 
time. Nothing as far as we know, 

WHY 24-BOUR 
THINKING WILL 
BE A DISASTER 

P.iLllT TWO.. .. Thank goodness that the pow
ers that be have reconsidered their prop
osals to implement the outrageous concept 
of twentyfour 1\our thinldng. 

We are not a kidding of you, this one 
really put the vdnd up us, and lets face it 
up with this we -were not prepared to put. 

It was bad enough with the prospect of 
normal Ki ters being allowed 
to think for 24. hours, 

but it slowly began to dawn on those who proposed this that they 
would be f aced with the disa.sterous prosJ;ect of dropniks doing 
the same thing and they could'nt hack that. Neither for for that 
matter could we fauna af a soft cuddly toy persuasion live with 
something as dreadful as that. 

Take our situation for instance. We, the BMISS HQ Mob were 
used to regarding the Boring Old Fart as like the ll'farie Celeste, 
you know, all lights blazing, but no barsteward on board. Thats 
how we like it, with obviously very little thinking ·time per 
day on his part. 

But wait, if the BOF suddenly went into 24 hour a day 
thinking mode, it could go horribly pearshaped, why just 
supposing he did that, he might even go int o bunnyhugger 
mode an decide that we bears did 1 nt like :rara,chuting from 
!".2 te s, and where would we be then, yeah, that s right , up + 11 =" -
creek without the proverbial. 

Thank heavens that common sense has prevailed and this 
crazy idea has been shelved. Mind you as Rastachat observed 
theres probably more chance that the BOF would sprout a 
ptir of wings and fly, than going into bun..cyhugger m:>de. 



 

:The wrltln:g s on the wall 
77/J 

LETS FACE IT, THE WRITING IS F'ROB1illLY IN _t._ LOT OF OTHER 
PLACES TOO, .AB "VIE AJ:?F'lliill TO F..AVE BEEN ATT.AC:!KED BY ONE OF 
THOSE CRAZY COiv!.FUTER VLl{USES .......... . 

"What else could it be? every so of'ten that crazy so&ling 
frog appears and there aint a thing vre can do about it~ Its bad enou
gh having that ding, ding, barp, barp, hows yer farva appearing 48 
thousand monotonous times on the t~ v.,, but now it looks as if the 
hallov.red i. t .. system of' your esteemed publication has definitely 
been hacked and ip...fected with the dreaded crazy frog' virus. 

Being r..acked they say is the price you have to pay when you are 
:at the cutting edge of publication technology, as vve undoubtably are~ 
however we vrill do evecything in our power to eradicate this avnul 
menace, even if we have to sack the entire I .. T$ section, who we are 
led to believe i:nhabi t the third s~..1.b basement here in BOF Towers. 

'Ne are reliably informed that moves are under way to serve all Parachuting fauna 
of a soft cuddly toy persuasion with .Anti Social Behaviour Orders. thereby effectivly 
banning themfrom shopping malls, pubs and kite festivals. Some would sa.y its about 
.time too, as these little horr<?rs are ruining most peoples idea of a nice weekend out 

Do we need to paint a picture? There you are on a nice· colourfu1: kite field wat
ching a very tastefUl sports kite display v.'hen suddenly your peacefUl reverie is des
troy~d by a drun..k:en mob of i'urry V~rotsitsa.escending in a seeming orgy kicking and 
screaming cuLd generally stinking up the place in what usually appears to be an abso
lute blizzard of grLtbby ripstop and frayed ~ud lir~s~ 

Its the same in most pubs. Can you h<we a nice quiet civilised drink without a 
load of mostly underage furry pissheads nausing up the bar? can yo~ 'eck as like, 
and as for Shopping raalls, well dont even go there, as most of them are completely 
out to lunch, and v;ould like nothing more than to ban ·reddys ·Nearing Hoods. 

Dont say we did:nt wa...""'ll you of' vvhat "'rould rmppen if those furry wotsits were 
ever all01ived to start kicking over the traces all thase years ago. We told you back 
then of what would come to pass ar~ so it ha_~ Yes, get the little swine ASBOfd. up, 
and lets get back to the good old days, or we' re offto hell in a handcart,. 

0'De.flaal questioa 
Rows it going on the WEEE directive front? 

you know, the waste electrical and electronic 
equipment directive from the s¥dvel eyed loonies 
la la land. Tr..ing is, >ve 1ve had quite a few of 
our 'tall):ative 1 members querying the current 
state "0f play., .As 'frith roost things ernanating 
from la la land, is it just to pu.t the fright-
eners on us or vrill they be recy·cled into 
~aralon covered tr.ree piece suites. 

Its eY..actly the sarne with th~ I$ D. card 
thillg)T ;. La la la1-1.d has told the Y.nobheads that we 
have got to have them, and of course when ~a la land ~ 
shouts shoot, the YillObheads jump on the shovel~ 

Its a bit to t~..at the bear 
vYill be ab le th afford. them at ton a 



Bear kills-wolf in griz~y attack 
~!hat a gre.::.7.. iaea said the wildlif'e experts at the Grouse 

Mountain Re:r-ue;e for endan,_,o-ered ·Nilcllife in Vancouver, C:l..na.da. 
'u'e ' 11 put the four year old grizzly bear i n. the same five acre 
compound as four grey wolves,it -:rill give the tourists a ~:~limpse 
of wilcllif'e in its most natural setting. 

Unforturu'l.tely it ·;~as a bit too natural for the dozen or so 
tourists who watched in horrer as the alpha male wolf went eye 
ball t o eye ball with the bear over a cow bone. Oh dear, how 
sad, never mind, for '.'Jith one grisly swipe of its paw, grizzly 
took the wolfs head clean or-r. 

\'ihat the wildlife experts forgot , is that in the wild, 
VlOlves keep well clear of grizzly bears, not surprising 
really. The three remaining wolves are now in a seperate 
compound for their own protection. Yep, dont mess with grizz. 

B.ear drops in to join the-pool party 
;.t u. r.ool party in Ics Angeles recently, the world record. 

for emergency pool evacua tion v~as broken by a load of kids, as 

77/lf-

a wandering bear suddenly plunged into the swi.nnting pool, apparently trying to escape 
a 90 dei!,ree heatwave. Ernerc:;ency services nad to cordon off the pool in the San Fernan
do valley ·.vhilst wil dlife officials tried to coax the bear out of the pool , which took 
some doing. :\Jrlazing , all you get in _pools here are deadleaves and bugs,LA. gets bears. 

Leatfier, teddy 
gets ·the boot 

Its often been said that the Swiss have no sense of humour. a nd 
,ju(leing by what happened at the recent 1 Teddy Swnmer' street dis
play in Zurich, which feature 600 man s ized tcddyben.r ex...lribits we 

zuess that t l1e saying is true. '1. dom:inatrix teddy wearing a leather mask, corset and 
thigh length boots whilst brandishl.ng a pair of hancuffs and a whip, v.rith a sign off
ering a first class service, was ba nished by the organisers o n the (':rounds that it 
v10uld upset children. You could' nt make it up. 

FIR HEAVEN'S SAKE 'l'hough at the time of writing we have only the sketchiest details 
of wha.t occurredy it ·Nould appear that we have anothe candidate for 

· lume memberhhlp of' BMISS. It was reported that Slcy-diver Ra.iner ~1chuster s uvivea a two 
mile plllllge without his parachute :·hen he landed in a fir tree near Munich. T->"iO mile? 
Yep, docs sound lik-e another' I dont need a :b..i.gh fibre diet' descent. ·:::e'll give you 
more as and V~rhen we get it. 

Eiffel Tower parachutiSt kUied 11owever, sad to say t nat a nother BASE jump vrent 
tenninully pearshaped when a Norwei gian Base j umper 

who wanted to celebrate his countrys national holiday by jumping from the Eiffel tower. 
was killed after he leapt f'rom the )SOft second level. 1 Je was killed inst;.u1tly 'ilhen he 
11it a girder and his chute was torn from ius body after i t apparently cau§lt up on an
other girder. ··.~ e know they do it for the a d_-renalin rush, but its a high price to pay. 

Its a bit of a rlowner to end on a sad note, but where for us and our dropnih; 
i'D.rachuting is a right laugh, for some the Illa.E,iC of the jump can all too. easily end 
in some poor sod buyin,e t:oe fi):rm. 'rhc eZ-3lc eyed among you may have not~ced t.tta t 

this issue ha.s bce!l cobbled up with tDc nineteen'undrec fr ··· ·--
:'.n · ~ -~ :.'£ typewriter v:hic~u the boring ola. f<n't had to dig out of 

the lof't ·::Lerc it 1u1d b een ru:::ti~ away for so~·:.e '12years, I ts 
e nour-)l t o 1re.ke you spit, sorreth-,e ~· y e o loe technolo ·_y i s more 
rcli a.ole til:.tn moclern stuff. 

Pity Blb.r V/Ol'..t let us nuv·e a refere!l.(lurr. on the Yuro CONsti
tution( too scared) ·.ve were hoping that after the :i!'rnch and Dutch 
rejection, we could have ended up with a ~dtty fUll set of hey, 
NON :N&I!; NO but we cuess that those swivel eyecl l oonies in the 

' ' ' . ,_ .l . d. Brussels Reichsta[~ v.ould ' nt have s een the JOt<..e • . t-.ever m:u1 
As ever , its t he usual to the whatnot at 48. Laurel lane, 

in what forever will be ~1~GL.-UID • • '',•est Drayton, l!.iddx, UB7 · 7TY. 
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TilE RUIJ lETTER ron THE BAIGIITOR KITE riYERr The one and only Andrew Beattie (Chair of 
The BKFA) fl,<ing a k~e more his size. 

COUnTY SIIOWS CAn BE run 
Some of you may already Know that 
one of my other interests away from 
kftes is the restoration and presenta
tion of "hot air", steam and any 
number of ancient internal combus
tion engines. This hobby allows me to 
go to several steam and dedicated 
country shows up and down the 
countfy where I am able to camp 
ons~e for the duration of the show. 

u ne sucn snow, namely tne K1ngsto1a 
Steam and Country show has over 
the last couple of years allowed me to 
invite Kite Flyers to come along to 
demonstrate kites to the "paying" 
public, indeed this particular show 
has recently been renamed to the 
"Kingsfold Country Show and Kite 
Festivar• 
Needless to say, BKF members were 

the first to be invited to Kingsfold and 
over a relatively short period this 
seems to be an established annual 
event with other kite clubs and 
individuals now being invited to 
attend, the kite section is relatively 
small compared to our own BKF 
festival but it is growing and it allows 
us to present our kites to an audience 
who may not even realise that we as 
kite flyers even exist. BKF also 
provide similar kite demonstrations at 
the Ardingley Country Show during 
the autumn, unfortunately some of 
the sceptics will tell you that we are 
providing "free" entertainment to 
enable the show organisers to 
increase the numbers of 
visitors and in truth that is what it is all 
about but we do get the chance of 
showing our kites off w~h a bit of free 
camping and at the bigger shows 
some pretty sensible evening 
entertainment 
In and around Sussex there are many 
weekend events, indeed if you 
wanted to I am sure that you could 
book into a country show of one kind 
or another almost every weekend 
throughout the summer. Several of 
the shows I attend have asked me if it 
would be possible to organise a 
similar kite demonstration to that 
which we provide at Kingsfold and 
Ardingley, the question is, do you as 
kite flyers wish to increase this kind of 
cross platform event? 
If you are interested in 
developing this possibi l~y talk to me 

on the flying field or send me an 
email: 

admin@media-services.co.uk 
Cheers 

........ .... 
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OUT or 
Meeting Ray Oakhill in the Pavilion 
foyat at Weymouth, he greeted Hilary 
and me with the words "Glad to see 
you out of hibernation!". At the time, 
this seemed very appropriate. 
Weymouth is the first big festival of 
the year and one that I particularly try 
to attend. 1 usually manage to get to 
the AGM fly in at Telscombe, but 
being at work that weekend 
prevented me from flying or going to 
the AGM, so it has been most of the 
winter since I have flown any kites 
(although several have been built!). 
Thinking baCk though, Ray did have a 
smile on his lips, so he may really 
have been saying "you fair weather 
flyer, why haven't you been around all 
winter?". But of course, Ray is the 
complete gentl9fnan .. ... 
Whatever happened over the winter, 
the early May Bank Holiday (starting 
this year in April, so almost still in the 
winter) saw Hilary and me head off 
with the camper to Weymouth for a 
weekend of kite flying and shopping 
(I was doing the kite flying, just to 
make things clear). Due to the early 
date of this year's festival and the fact 
that my eldest had very selfishly 
moved out of his flat in Weymouth 
and moved baCk home depriving us 
of our usual accommodation, we had 
booked onto a camp site with electric 
hookups so that we could get the 
electric fan heater going in the 
evening. Travelling down in glorious 
sunshine with the sun-roof open, this 
seemed an unnecessary 
extravagance, but as we approached 
Weymouth we entered into a dense, 
clinging mist. This persisted until 
Saturday morning with it barely 
possible to see the sea from the 
promenade. Despite this, there 
appeared to be a few kites Rying - at 
least there wate kite lines tethered on 
the beach which disappeared into the 
gloom, so the assumption was that 
there were kites at the end of them. 

IIIBERRATIOR! I • I • 
A brief foray into the trade(s area to 
see if there were any bargains to be 
had took long enough for the mist to 
start clearing and make it worth a trip 
back to the car to get out a few light 
wind kites. After elevenses, my roller 
was flying along with a few other kites 
on the beach, and by early afternoon, 
the sun was shining and there was an 
increasing wind. The roller was 
replaced with the large sled 
purchased last year at Kingsfold. This 
flew so strongly that Dave, John and I 
got out the club Manta Ray and using 
my sled as a pilot soon had the Manta 
in the sky. Once again, Brighton Kite 
Flyers were first with the big kites in 
the air. Later in the 
afternoon, the wind died down, but 
only alter all of us had flown several 
kites, all agreeing that after a slow 
start it had been an excellent day's 
flying making the best of a relatively 
quiet beach. 
Sunday morning we again woke up to 
heavy mist, but it cleared earlier than 
the day before with the beach fairly 
clear as we parked up for the day in 
the Pavilion car park. The BKF 
contingent or myself, Dave, John, 
Ray, Tony, Chris and or course 
Chairman Simon met up during the 
morning, but the wind remained very 
light until after the delayed opening 
ceremony. Despite this, the first event 
of the altitude sprint • avoided by the 
BKF team as being much too much 
like hard work • saw quite a number of 
kites in the air. Ray kept assuring us 
that the wind would change and 
pick up during the day, which 
aggravatingly it did exactly as he 
predicted. The BKF team was much 
in evidence during the afternoon 
again, both flying a good selection of 
our own kites and getting the Manta 
into the air for the second day 
running. This time, though, the wind 
was a little bit friskier and in a 
different direction than the day 

before, so Menta spent much of the 
afternoon either dipping its tail in the 
sea, or attacking other kites as its 
fancy took it. 
The end of the afternoon saw the Rok 
fight, billed in the programme as a 
Team competition but with most 
entrants including Ray Oakhill and 
myseW as individuals. The wind was 
quite good for a Rok fight, so there 
were a large number of kites in the air 
at the start of the competition. I found 
myseff upwind of the Swifts who were 
struggling to get an 8 foot Rok in the 
air, so 1 decided to go for them. 
Unfortunately, I concentrated too 
much on this one kite that both the 
Swifts and I missed Pete Dolphin 
from the US homing in and taking us 
both out very early on. I returned to 
the side of the arena to watch the 
remainder of the fight surprisingly to 
find a very disconsolate Ray also out 
of the fight. As the beach begun to 
clear at the end ol the day's flying, the 
evening was so nice that Hilary and I 
decided to take a walk around the 
Radipole bird sanctuary, something 
we had been planning to do for many 
years but never actually got around to 
doing. After a very pleasant meal, we 
returned to the Pavilion to meet up 
with John for the Mayo(s reception 
and to watch some of Tony 
Cartwright's fascinating films of 
festivals from 20 years ago before 
going out onto the balcony to watch 
the superb firework display. 
Monday started completely the 
opposite to the previous two days, 
waking to brilliant sunshine which 
slowly disappeared behind clouds 
during the morning. Despite the odd 
drops of rain during the day, the sun 
won overall and we all had another 
good day's flying, this time opting not 
to attack everyone else with 
the Manta but be rather friendlier with 
the Club Penguin which flew 
exceptionally well. Late in the after-
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noon, Hilary decided that I had had PS I cycle to work every day, putting r-------------. 
enough kite flying and it was time to in more miles during the summer, but 
retrieve the camper and head orr back still using the bike all winter. Over the 
to Sussex. Apart from having to nego- past couple of weeks, more cycling 
tiate an accident in the New Forest, commuters have been in evidence, 
we had a good trip back. All I need to with often a cheery "good morning" as 
do now is to get rid of all the sand we pass. I often think "so where have 
which as usual appears to be every- you been all winter!" Perhaps Ray 
where. Perhaps we ought to bag it all was not so wrong after all ... . 
up and take it back next year! 

GOOD sturr JTRII<EJ AGAin 
The film entitled GOOD STUFF: THE 
STORY OF A MAN, A DREAM, AND 
A WHOLE LOTTA KITES has been 
nominated in a best short film 
competition this year at the Tribeca 
Film Festival in New York City April 
2005. 
Film Synopsis (documentary short) 
Optimism, humour, and a whole lotta 
kites provide Ray Bethell with the 
ability to face life's challenges. At 
79-years-old, he is a world record 
holder many times over in multiple 
kite flying. He continues to break 
records and offer an escape to both 
young and old. Despite the 
unfairness of life, the human spirit 
endures "and that's good stuff." 
Festival Synopsis 
Robert De Niro founded the Tribeca 
film festival in 2002. In just 3 years it 
has become the Sundance Film 
Festival of New York City. With over 
2000 film festivals in the world, 
Tribeca ranks among the top 20. 

Within the Tribeca film festival is 
the Trigger Street short film 
competition taking place this year on 
April 28th, 2005. From thousands of 
submissions 30 finalists are chosen. 
From these finalists only 12 are 
nominated to be the overall winner or 
the compemion. (GOOD STUFF is a 
nominee this year.) A penal of celebri· 
ty judges then chooses the best film. 

While this year's celebrity judges are 
yet to be determined, last yea~s 
panel or judges included Bono (lead 
singer of U2), Mike Myers (actOf), 
Sheryl Crow (singer), Liv Tyler 
(actress), Danny Devito (actor), Mike 

Nichols (director of 'The Graduate"), 
Annette Bening (actress), Billy Bob 
Thorton (actor), Andrew Stanton 
(director or "Toy Story"), Sydney 
Pollack (director), Dan Jinks & Bruce 
Cohen (producers of "American 
Beauty") (www. triggerstreet.com). 
Anecdotes 1 World Records 1 
Achievements 

(From award wining web site 
vNm.raybethell.com) 
2003 World Record 39 kites - 3 stacks 
of 13 kites each. 
1994 World Record 3 kites . 12 hours, 
12 minutes non-stop 
1991 World Record 2 kites - 4 hours 
19 minutes 
2004 Achievement Ray is first ever 
recipient of Spirit or Kiting Award 
1996 Achievement Ray flew 3 kites 
out of the baCk of a moving red 
convertible 
2004 Awards Being Awarded the first 
Life Time Acheivement Award, 
WSIKF Long Beach WA. 
First Sport Kite Flyer to be inducted in 
to the Kite Flyers Hall of Fame. 
Winning the Peoples Choice Award 
for the 12th consecutive year at 
WSIKF at Long Beach WA. 
Being Awarded the first Spirit of Kiting 
Award by Kitelife interne! Kite 
Magazine. 
"GOOD STUFF" has received the 
following awards: 
Best Short Documentary Film (2004, 
Cinequest Film Festival, Sat1 Jose, 
CA, USA) 
Best Short Film (2004, Canadian 
International Film Festival, TOfonto, 
ON, CANADA) 
Best Short Midwestern Film (2004, 
East Lansing Film Festival, East 
Lansing, M I, USA) 
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An early start! Isn't the Internet 
wonderful - thanks to the wonders of 
instant massaging (and tlhe fact that I 
live half an hour from the channel 
tunnel) I was able to answer the 
question of ''VIItlat time do I have to 
get out of bed tomorrow?" with a 
cocky reply of "Two hours before me, 
matey" when the Brighton contingent 
of our party was wondering about 
departure times. Imagine then my 
consternation when, on waking, 
leaping from my bed and throwing 
back the curtains to see if it was still 
dark, I saw Simon's car pulling up 
outside my house. He'd got out of bed 
three hours earlier than me just for a 
wind up ! (well worth it to see his 
face, Simon) 
Having greeted Simon, Alan & the 
Daves in my pyjamas (& very sexy 
pyjamas they are too!) I showed them 
the kettle & toilet whilst I rapidly 
dressed, pausing only briefly to wake 
our overnight house guest, and to 
kick Mrs Badger out of bed. My 
daugher graced us with her 
presence, laughed about who would 
be so daft as to be out of bed so early 
and promptly went back to bed. 
Stuffing myself into the back of the 
Espace, we set off from Ashford at 
6.30am. The morning was very still, 
and incredibly foggy as we bought 
euros at the Tunnel terminus. 
it's always in the forefront of my mind 
never to upset the "Normal People", 
but it would seem that the "Normal 
People" have better things to do early 
on Saturday mornings and so the 
morning shuttle was practically 
deserted. Which was probably just as 
well - that gave us some space to 
play with a boomerang whilst the train 
sped under the channel fo France. 
The plan was to find a supermarket to 
buy a picnic lunch, which was easier 
said than done bearing in mind the 
vagaries of continen tal driving 
and our navigator's map, but we 
eventually pulled up outside a huge 
shop selling most foodstuffs known to 
science (and one or two which 
weren't) where we stocked up on 
vftals. 
The store featured a very cheeky 

GREAT 
I U R 

TRIP 
lA 

TO 
ER 

salesman flogging cheap port to 
passing Englishmen. 
A brief breakfast of ·croissants, jam 
doughnuts and absinthe laced beer 
(hie!) was rapidly scoffed and we 
were soon on our way to Berck. 
lt took a little while to f ind somewhere 
to park; we left the car and hed a 
wander firstly along the beach looking 
at the wonderful kites (and there were 
LOADS!), and then back along the 
prom looking at the various stalls. 
We soon found more of our number 
(who, like the "Normal People", hadn't 

got up quite as early as us) at the 
cheap wine & raw fish on toast stall, 
making very short work of cheap wine 
& raw fish on toast. We joined in and 
were serenaded by the locels who, 
accompanied by an accordion in 
some considerable pain, were singing 
a traditionallocel song about how daft 
the English are for paying good 
money for cheap wine & raw fish on 
toast. 
Back to the car to pick up our pic-nic. 
lt was at this point we realised that 
each of our party had bought enough 
at the supermarket to feed everyone, 
and so there was far to much to eat, 
let alone to lug back to the beach. So 
to the amazement of the passing 
French, we pic-niced in the car park. 
Fresh bread, ham, smoked salmon, a 
variety of cheeses, croissants, 
chocolate bread and four different 
local beers can't be bad! 

Following a quick t rip to stick one or 
two leftovers in the dustbin, we 
picked up Cat in the Hat and set off to 
the beach where we thought we'd join 
in the festivities. Totally ignoring the 
"No Kites" signs like everyone else 
was (this IS France, after all!) we 
hitched up to one o f the many ground 
anchors that were scattered about 
and it didn't take long to launch. 
Cat flew excellently and we then took 
turns to either sit with Cat, or wander 
about, soaking up the ambiance. I'd 
brou.ght a couple of bottles from the 
supermarket and soon soaked them 
up ! As the aftemoon wore on, ft 
became quite chilly as the wind 
picked up, and at five o'clock we 
heaved Cat down and set off to find 
somewhere for tea . I imagine we had 
a pleasant drive through the French 
countryside. I don•t know, I was fast 
asleep, disturbed only by the hooting 
of an irate driver as we voomed past 
him on a roundabout. I was woken as 
we parked somewhere between 
Calais & Boulougne - we'd found a 
decent looking place that did a good 
set price three course meal and some 
decent beer too. A leisurely evening 
meal was enjoyed by all before 
making our way back to the shuttle 
terminus. We were lucky - we got on 
the shuttle with ten minutes to spare, 
but the rest of our party were 
nowhere to be seen. The next shuttle 
was over an hour later !! 
Impacting the side of the shuttle only 
once before grinding to a hall, we 
decided against a quick boomerang 
session - it hadn't f lown overly well in 
the morning anyway, and the nice 
man from the shuttle was watching 
us. So we exchanged pleasantries 
with the nice man and put our 
watches back to UK time. Fifteen 
miles up the motorway and home. 
Goodbyes were said, and as it had 
been such a long day, straight to bed. 
As I nodded of, my last thoughts were 
how lucky I was to be so close to the 
tunnel - the rest of the party had 
another two hours travel in front of 
them!! 

Manky Badger 
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The name of the book caught my eye 
first and then the tiny mlle diamond 
kite in the top right hand corner: The 
Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini. The 
blurb on the back cover used words 
like 'powerful ... haunting .. . moving .. . 
unexpected .. . riveting' so I almost put 
it down, put off by the hype. 
Fortunately, the 14-hour flight ahead 
and the lack of time to choose 
something else moved me to buy it. 
This is the stoty of Atnir, a young boy 
growing up in Afghanistan after the 
death of his mother, who is desperate 
to win the annual kite-fighting 
tournament. His best friend is 
Hassan, the son of a crippled servant, 
who is the best kite runner in Kabul 
and his job is to be the first to find the 
last kite to fall. That day changes 
their lives. 
Although it seems that Afghanistan 
hasn't been out of the news for years, 
there is so much information here that 
was new to me and told with much 
wamnth and humour in a way that is 
gripping yet not sensationalised. The 
novel starts in 1975 and running 
parallel to the personal narrative is 
the story of modern Afghanistan - the 
fall of the Afghan monarchy, the 
Russian occupation, the Mujahideen 
and the Taliban. With the kite as its 
central image, the story moves 
quickly between Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and the USA and brings us 
up to the present day with a 
heartrending conclusion. 
If you're looking for a manual on how 
to construct Afghan k~es - forget it. 
But if you enjoy a deeply moving, 
subtly told tale - read it. 

lrene Golding 
Brighton ~e Flyers 

Winter, 1975: Afghanistan - a country 
hidden in the corner of Asia, ruled 
over by a fading monarchy on the 
verge of an internal coup. But in 
Kabul, twelve-year-old Amir has his 
own concerns. He is desperate to win 
the annual kite-fighting tournament to 
prove to his father that he has the 
makings of a man. Atnir's friend 
Hassan is a low-caste Muslim and the 
son of a crippled servant but 
nevertheless the two boys play 

I lE 
UNNE 

,. 

together and defend each other 
against the neighbourhood's bullies. 
However, during the tournament, 
Amir takes advantage of Hassan's 
guileless devotion and commits a 
terrible act of betrayal which is to 
shatter their lives and define their 
future. 
Amir finds that he can never escape 
the far-reaching consequences of his 
actions. Unfolding against 
Afghanistan's destructive history, 
from the fall of the monarchy to the 
terrifying oppression of the Taliban, 
The Kite Runner is the breathtaking 
story of fathers and sons, friendship 
and redemption, and, most 
horrifyingly, the casualties of fate. 
'A devastating, masterful and 
painfully honest story of a life crippled 
by an act of childhood cowardice and 
cruelty .. . although The Kite Runner is 
told with simplicity and poise, it is a 
novel of great hidden intricacy and 
wisdom, like a timeless Eastern tale. 
lt speaks the most harrowing truth 
about the power of evil, personal and 
political, and intoxicates, like a 
high-flying kfte, with the power of 
hope' -Daily Telegraph 
'The shattering first novel by Khaled 
Hosseini, an Afghan doctor who 
received political asylum in 1980 as 
civil conflict devastated his homeland. 
Hosseini is the first Afghan novelist to 
fictionalise his culture for a Western 

I READ 
readership, melding the personal 
struggle of ordinary people into the 
terrible historical sweep of a 
devastated countty in a rich and 
soul-searching narrative. Over the 
last three decades, Afghanistan has 
been ceaselessly battered by 
Communist rule, Soviet occupation, 
the Mujahideen and a democracy that 
became a rule of terror. 1t is a histoty 
that can intimidate and exhaust an 
outsider's attempts to understand, but 
Hosseini extrudes it simply and 
quietly into an intimate account of 
love, honour, guilt, fear and 
redemption that needs no dry histoty 
book or atlas to grip and absorb' 
Guardian - in full 
'As Hosseinrs narrative gathers pace, 
his sparkling descriptions of people, 
places and emotions never dry up. 
Hosseini is a truly gifted teller of tales 
- he knows that his story is an old 
one, but he also knows that it's a 
good one, and he's not afraid to pull 
every string in your heart to make it 
sing' 

The limes - in full 

'Hosseini's depiction of 
pre-revolutionary Afghanistan is rich 
in wamnth and humor but also tense 
with the friction between the nation's 
different ethnic groups. The novers 
canvas tums dark when Hosseini 
describes the suffering of his country 
under the tyranny of the Tatiban, 
whom Amir encounters when he 
finally returns home, hoping to help 
Hassan and his family. The final third 
of the book is full of haunting images: 
a man, desperate to feed his children, 
trying to sell his artificial leg in the 
market; an adulterous couple stoned 
to death in a stadium during the 
halftime of a football match; a roused 
young boy forced into prostitution, 
dancing the sort of steps once 
performed by an organ grinder's 
monkey .. . in The Kite Runner, Khaled 
Hosseini gives us a vivid and 
engaging story that reminds us how 
long his people have been struggling 
to triumph over the forces of violence 
- forces that continue to threaten 
them even today' 

Edward Hower, 
New York Times 
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Kites for Wishes Kite festival Held on 
Asan Memorial Pari< on the beautiful 
Island of Guam March 20th 2005. 
This was Guam·s very first Kite 
Festival. David Gomberg and I were 
very lucky to have been invited to 
perform at this event to help make 
their first kite festival a huge success, 
which it indeed was. lt was so well 
organized everything went like clock 
work -- the winds all week were in the 
20mph range and the forecast for the 
day of the festival was for the same 
but thanks to Father Mike's all night 
praye(s, the day of the festival was a 
perfect 6-10 mph wind. The flyers 
were able to put on a great show to 
entertain the masses that came to 
see what Guam's first kite festival 
was all about. By the end or the day 
literally hundreds of children and 
adulls were flying kites and from the 
look on their faces of pure enjoyment, 
it will become a weekend event for a 
lot or the families. 
The Asan Beach Park is a kite flyers 
dream. big and wide open, so it really 
does r ot matter in what direction the 
wind is coming from, and just like 
Hawaii you don't have to worry too 
much about the weather. The 
average year round temperature is 
77-86 f. The hottest months are May, 
June, and July. They really have only 
two season which they call the Wet 
and the Dry, there is not a snow 
shovel to be found on the whole 
Island 
This was a premier fundraising event 
to benefit the Make - A - Wish 
Foundation or Guam, who grant the 
wishes of children with life -
threatening medical conditions to 
enrich the human experience with 
hope, strength, and joy. 
1t was the first formal introduction of 
kite flying as an organi2ed sport on 
Guam. They set their goals to 
increase public awareness of the 
Make - A· Wish Foundation and to 
encourage referrals of children who 
may qJalify as "Wish Kids". Another 
goal was to provide wholesome, 
clean, fun-filled family-oriented 
activit~ targeted at the youth with the 
introduction or organized kite flying. 
The organizers also want it to 
become a signature event for the 

roR 
Make-A-Wish Foundation in partner
ship with PacifiCare, and to increase 
school participation, both public and 
private, to develop the sport of kite 
flying on Guam. The hope is to raise 
the level ol participation each year to 
eventually host an international 
competition. And last but not least, to 
provide another option for Guam's 
tourism industry as Guam is 

traditionally a kfte-flying nation. 
While on the plane I was 
contemplating about what have I got 
myself into, it was r ot just the 15 
hours of Hying, as I have experienced 
many much longer flights than this, 
but having to be at Airports 3 or more 
hours ahead of flight time, the long 
hours of waiting between connecting 
flights which in this case it was 28 hrs 
total from Vancouver to Guam just to 
perform at a 5 hour event, and to top 
it off, my first flight out of Vancouver 
to Seattle was cancelled. I was lost as 
to what to do, so I went to Air Canada 
travel assistance and asked the 
young lady if it was possible to get me 
on another flight to be in lime to catch 
my connecting flights as I am going to 
Guam. I explained thal l am deaf and 
asked for her to communicate with 
me with a yes or no. She looked at 
me for a few seconds and replied 
"with those Blue eyes anything is 
possible, please sit down 1 see what 1 

W I S 11 E S 
can come up with for you", which she 
did and within an hour I was on my 
way to Honolulu Hawaii. But I was 
also thinking about my kites and 
baggage wfth this mix up -- would 
they arrive in Guam when I did? 
Would there be any one there to meet 
me when 1 arrived at my destination? 
But I worried needlessly because as 
soon as I walked off the plane, 

members of the Make a Wish 
Foundation Team greeted me with 
open arms and two beautiful ladies 
gave me a hug and a kiss and placed 
shell gartands of leis around my neck, 
and said "Ray, Welcome to Guam". 
The gentlemen took care of gathering 
up my baggage and kites, which by 
some miracle was on the same flight. 
This part alone made me feel that the 
long journey was well worth it. I was 
then taken to my hotel - the 5 star 
Outrigger, where I was given a double 
bedroom suite on the 21st floor over 
looking the beach and Ocean. The 
room was beautifully fumished; on 
the beds there were plush bathrobes 
and sl ippers, coffee, and special 
Guam cookies. Each day a plate of 
dWferent sliced fruits were waiting for 
me when I retumed. The hotel also 
supplied a nice breakfast and an 
open bar in the Executive Lounge, 
this kind of hospitality was given to 
me each and every day of my 7 day 
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stay in Guam -- this was indeed a full 
~~~~ invitation at its finest. I 

the people 
warm and very sincere. Each day I 
was greeted with hugs and smiles, 
and complete friendship. I was asked 
so many times during my stay if I 
return next year, my answer was "You 
Betcha,!!" 
Guam is a very beautiful island the 
greatest attractions are in the 
surrouncflllQ sea. Scuba diving is high 
on the lisl of things to do, as 
underwater visibility is excellent. 
Surfing, windsurting, canoeing, and 
kayaking are also very popular. There 
are many hiking trails, especially at 
Tarzan Falls in central Guam. 
Venturing off the beaten track is 
called boonie stomping in Guam. 
There is plenty to make anyone's 
vacation on Guam perfect, and now 
they have kite flying. 
One of the highlights of my stay in 
Guam was visiting with Guam's 
Hearing Impaired Students. I talked to 
the students with the aid of the sign 
language teachers and once they 
l<ncw that I woe aloo dcof we were 
just like one big family and reaching 
out to these children was pure joy. 
Their faces were lit up with 
excitement, and then I did multiple 
k~e flying demonstrations, but just 
like me they could not hear the music 
but were thrilled to the core when I 
refueled the 3 kites then broke away 
in my CrucifiX formation. 1 am s...-e I 
made their day and they certainly 
made mine. 
I was very impressed with how 
everything came together, especially 
seeing that this was their first ~e 
festival. I take my hat off to all the 
members of the Make a Wish Team 
and also to all the wonderful 
volunteers, everyone took great care 

WISHES 
of all the International kite flyers. 
Each day we were picked up from our 
hotel at 11 am first on the da:{s 
agenda was lunch and what lunches 
they were! You name ~ and you could 
have it, and each day lunch and 
dinners were at different restaurants 
w~ food fit for a king. Man, those 
Grammarian's sure like their food. 
After lunch and with Mr. Modegi from 
Japan, we did a series of radio 
interviews then we were taken to the 
park for pictures and interviews for 
media coverage and for some 
practice time. 
After all the months of planning, the 
day of the festival finally came, every 
one was a little on edge as no one 
had a due of how many spectators 
would show up for this very first ~e 
festival, but again there were really 
no worries - school children began to 
arrive en-mass, spectators came 
from miles around, and soon the 
parking lots were full and the 
roadways jammed w~ traffic. Kite 
, Sponsors and dignitaries were 
featured on the center stage podium, 
the Wish Choir sang VVhen you Wish 
Upon a Srar, then they sang "Ler s Go 
Fly a Kite" as the Commemorative 
Kite was launched by the Philippines 
Team and local enthusiasts. Then 
Oavid Gomberg introduced yours 
truly, then I flew my Multiple ~e 
"Romancing The Wind" kite ballet, 
This very special and unique Kite 
festival was offiCially open and from 

conTinUED 
start to finish was, as I said earlier in 
this article, a huge success. And I 
was very proud indeed to have been 
a part of it. 
I had to leave the farewell dinner a 
l~tle early as I had to be up at 3am to 
be at the airport to catch my 6-am 
night to Japan, ''\M:luld I be able to 
wake myself up in lime'>" Again no 
worries right on the button at 3am Lou 
Lucena a member of the Make a 
Wish board gently lapped me on the 
shoulder then took my baggage dovm 
to the lobby while I got dressed, 
Wi1en I arrived in the lobby Lorraine 
Okada the president of the Make A 
Wish Foundation and other members 
of the board were there to thank me 
personally for coming to their festival, 
I was then driven to the 
airport and completely looked after 
right up to the departure gate by a 
member of the board w~ a hardy 
hand shake and a ''hank you see you 
next year." And as I have already 
mentioned this was indeed a full 
sponsored invitation at its fonest. 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank the Make A Wish Foundation 
for inviting me to take part in your first 
kite festival and also for your 
friendship and unrivalled hospitality. I 
travelled home with a great feeling 
that I had made many new friends, 
and would also like to thank you for 
your inv~ation to return in 
February 2006. 

Thank you for listening. Ray. 

George Webster has a new nick name after the Wirrel Festival he is 
now know as "SPUD" due to the fact he is a common Tater 
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Those that know me will see that I 
always have a knife of my belt just in 
case. Foe quite a few years now it has 
been a l eatherman Supertool or the 
leatherman Wave and both have 
served me very well. 
The other week I went into a shop 
called "Peddlers" in Arundel, West 
Sussex (by the way if you show your 
membership card to BKF you get a 
10% discount on all gear) to ask 
about a new knife as although very 
0000 it WA~ QP.tlinQ Olrl Anrl in OAAd Of 
several things to be done including 
the blades being tightened and 
sharpened. I was told if I sent them 
back to WMby's it would all be done 
under the guarantee, all I had to do 
was send it back recorded delivery 
and wait for it to be sent back. While 
I was in the shop I saw the new 
Leatherman that has just come 
out called the "Charge" and it 
looked a great bit of kit with 
loads of great features 
without being over the top, '-.,.._ 
but do I need a third knife 
"No" was Corinne's answer. 

In the case of the "Charge" not only 
do the two knife b lades lock but so 
does the saw (Which was sharp 
enough to saw through a branch in 
the garden SOmm wide with ease) 1t 
has file with a simple to use locking 
release swftch, much better than the 
old "Supertool" methoc of having to 
open another tool to close the blade, 
There are locking mechanisms on all 
the internal tools as well to stop these 

folding up in use. 

I \ 
Ok1 thi!=O win CorinnA ovAr 

1 ' into letting me have .d. 1 one? Not quite, she 
r ~ then asked again "So ft 

cuts like other knives 
but what it does it do 
that the other knifes 
you h3ve do not?" 
Well the possible 
loss of my fingers 
would not win her 

ove r , 
what 
wo uld. 
1 tried 

t h e 
Spoilsport - well not to be /1 
disheartened after a few phone / 

s m i I e 
and "it's 

just so good" but 
you know 

Corinne. She 
came back 

calls I managed to borrow a knife /; 
frocn l eatheramn to look at and 
try and as soon as it arrived I 
swapped it over with my old one. 
I never realised just how blunt my 
old leatherrnan's had got over the 
last 6 years although they seemed to 
cut everything I wanted it to, as for 
the "Charge" it would cut just about 
anything like a hot knife through 
butter, or better still kite line when it 
needs to be cut in a hurry. 
Corinne was still not convinced and 
~ept asking what it did that any other 
~nife did not do, well where do you 
begin. Her first thing was look at the 
price? Ok she is right the "Charge" is 
not a cheap knife, but like most things 

again so 

i t 

off I 
went 

t 0 

think 
why I 

found 
so 

in life you get what you pay for and it good. As well as the knives on my 
is well built and it has lots of safety l eatherman what do I use? I use the 
features to stop it folding up in use 
and cutting you which lheppened with 
a cheap imitation I once used, well 
worth the money to keep all ten 
~ngers, (ask Alan). 

screwdriver most days and with the 
"Supertool" I have the screwdriver 
attachment which also lits on the ben 
in another pouch. One of the great 
features of the of the "Charge" is ir s 
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new bit holder which turns into a 
screw driver is buih in to the actual 
knife and the bits fit in the same 
pouch - although not the standard 
size, this gives me one less thing on 
my belt, and stopping me looking a bit 
like Captain Gadget. "Ok" she said 
"you win on that point but what else". 
Could I possibly be winning her over 
to the idea of letting me have one? 
A few days later I took the knife off my 
belt for some reason and handed it to 
CorinnA to hnlrl Anc1 put in hAt hAO 
"Hey thar s light", came back and yes 
it is compared to my other knives and 
I could see at once her opinion 
changed from why you want one to 
maybe you should get one. 
So those of you out there wanting one 
of the best knives around, don't 
mention how it cuts or how ~ works 
when trying to get agreement to buy 
one just let your partner hold it and 
she will see how well built it is, how 
it is just righ t to hold and most of all 
ir s not too heavy and you wont need 
to go into all the features of the knife. 
As to why I want one irs hard to say 
a single point that makes it so good in 
my eyes but the build qual~y. the 
many features along with the general 
balance of the knife makes it a dream 
to use. 

Simon Hennessey 

Features of the Ti version: 

• Titanium Handles • Needlenose 
Pliers • Regular Pliers • Wire Cutters 
• Hard-Wire Cutters • 154 CM 
Clip-Point Knife • Serrated Knife • 
Saw • Scissors • Wood/Metal File • 
Diamond-Coated File • l arge Bit 
Driver • Small Bit Driver • large 
Screwdriver • Ruler (8 inch/19 cm) • 
Bottle/Can Opener • Wire Stripper • 
Fixed l anyard Ring • Quick-Release 
l anyard Ring • Removable Pocket 
Clip • Eight Double-Ended Bits (you 
can buy extra bits if you require) 
Supplied with a premium leather 
Sheath 

to see more; 
http://www.leatherman. com 
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Having had problem all week with the 
Espace and not being sure it would 
be ready for Teston it was good news 
on the Friday morning that all the 
parts were in, but by 2.00pm my heart 
sank as one of the parts sent was the 
wrong one. A quick call to Paul and a 
quick borrow of a car from work, 
Teston was back on for us. IJVf3 finally 
left Brighton at 4.00pm and had an 
uneventful trip up, arriving at just after 
6.00pm. A lot of club members were 
there already and with their help we 
were soon set up and ready for a 
small beverage. Fish and chip supper 
has become the norm for Friday night 
and this year was no different with 
that eaten, we set about a quiet night 

REAllY 
of chatting and drinking and finally 
went to bed around 1.00am to a very 
cold nights sleep. 
Saturday soon came around which is 
more that can be said for Michael 
from Kiteworld who tnue to form was 
not out setting up at 6.00am as 
promised. With winds being light as 
normal for Teston we tried to fly kites 

and were soon all flying, well I say 
flying more like having a go, with the 
new Revolution single line air-yo. 
Then unlike most Teston festivals the 
wind picked up, and many more kites 
were seen flying The day soon came 
to an end and some of our friends 
from Orpington put on some evening 
entertainment by calling out ·on 

GET YOUR DKr 
DErORE TIIERE 

Could this be the end of some of the 
club clothing as we know it. As you 
are aware there is talk of banning 
hooded tops from shopping centres. 
As a sign that not all those that wear 
hooded tops are bad we are 
encouraging you to buy a club hoody 
and to club members we are offering 
a 10% discount (~- £22.50) for 
a limited period . Ok so we want to 
sell more so we are also offering 
10% on club t-shirts to 
members as well (~ - £9.00). 
Also this year the club is getting 
some new pins made which should 
be here in time for the festival. These 

TESTOR 

Time• to remove their keys from the 
boot of the car, 3 hours later and a 
very happy Bryan was seen holding 
the keys. I would add that the removal 
of the keys did in the end cause a 
problem with the engine and a £1500 
bill, I won't go in to details as that is 
another story but even so a good time 
was had by all. Sunday soon came 
around and ther was still wind so we 
flew some of the clubs large k~es 
without having to "Cha~ie Brown" 
them for a change to get the public in. 
Careful checking of the line lengths 
and a sturdy anchor (Paurs new 
Yellow Landy) saw both Teddy and 
the Cat out of the bags and flying, one 
in front of the large Oak and one 
behind. As the public arrived the large 
kites were put away and we carried 
on flying all day as the wind picked 
up and changed direction. 

Simon Hennessey 

IIOODY 
BARRED 

are being brought out in two standard 
colours and also a limited edition 25 
of two colours if you want a set of the 
limited pins these will be on a 1st 
come 1st served basis. 

The pins will be £3.00 each or the 
limited set of 4 for £10.00 price to be 
confirmed. 
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U1eful Contact~: 

Oootcllllo lor/ O h o l rp011011 : 
Simon Hennes.sey 

€) 0 1273 582309 
0 slmonCBKF.org.uk 

E•e-nl1 coordincalot~: 
Ray Oakhlll 

€) 0 1273 306842 
0 ray@BKF.org.uk 

Si mon Hennessey 
€) 01273 582309 
0 simonOBKF.org.uk 

Ao rodv11o: 
Simon Hennessey 

€) 01273 582309 
0 Aorodyne@BKF.org.uk 

Olu b llbro rv • 
(BKF members only) . 
Paul Hill 

€) 01273 421286 
0 PlulOBKF.org.uk 

O lu b Kllo11 
(BKF members only): 
Simon Hennessey 

€) 01273 582309 
0 kitesOBKF.org.uk 

m. ,..b.,hlp ••••• lorv : 
Peter Jockson 

€) 01444 451076 
0 Membership@BKF.org.uk 

r 1 y - i n 
temindetl 
Our Monthly fly-in is where we try 
and get as many of the c lub 
members to fl y togethe r. These 
are held on the 1st Sunday on 
Telscomba Tye, East Sussex , 
2nd Thursday at Stanmar Park 
6pm.Remamber that during the 
summer, members may w all be 
attending kites festivals, but the 
lly-ins are still on. 

Sea you there 

merchandi1e 

T·l hl rll/l •oolrh lrl1: 
Alan Outram 

€) 01737 771196 
0 olonCBKF.org .uk 

PIM/ Oiolh lodg•r: 
Simon Hennessey 

€) 01273 582309 
0 slmon@BKF.org.uk 

Rti9hton Kite 
fe1tival tOOS 
The time is last approaching when 
we need help from all in BKF. 
For many years our festival has gone 
without a hitch due to the hard work & 
dadteation lrorn countless members 
This year we are finding ~ difficult to 
1111 some key roles. 
They are; 
Site security. Budding bOuncers, 
bnng your black bOmber jecket we 
naad you day & nil)ht. 
BKF Tent; Meet new & not so new 
members, then make them empty 
their wallets 
Children's workshop, If you ere 
young at hean. help the young in 
body 
Loo cleaners; VI/hat can we say 
' brush supplied'. 
Car park attendants, You get to tell 
the ptbfJC to keep their cars or the 
grass & Whilra to got 

Please contribute to your 
club •ewsletter • even the 

smallest of Items la 
welcome. Anything sent 

to the 'Editor' will be 
considered for print unlosa 

marked otherwise. 

Contnb<.rtions should be sent to 

Aerodyne 
clo Simon Hennessey 

11 The Sheepfold 
Peacehevon 

East Sussex BN10 BEG 
aerodyne@BKF.org.uk 

Deedlln1111 dates; 
January Issue • 1 December 

April Issue • 1 March 
July Issue • 1 June 

October Issue • 1 September 

An imptomptu 
Kite fe1tival 
V\lhlle visiting the New Forest for a 
few days during the school hall term 
holiday with my grandson. I was 
sitting as one does fiddling making 
something thet woold ny • an empty 
crisp packet - grandson llies it " Ohl 
that's gOOd, can you make me one?" 
says a small voice • ' 11 you've got an 
empty packet" says 1 
Wlthon no twne at all, all the kids on 
the camp site are converging with 
their empty bags lor my assistance, 
thankfUlly my stores In the van have 
straws and sticky tape a plenty. 
Voila • the sky is in mOiion. This went 
on throughout the day as 
others arrived. The joy on their faces, 
the togetherness and interest was 
wonderful - a Mini Kite festival 

Oanny Rioe, June 2005 

Thank you 
I would like to say thank you to 
all those who made this issue of 
Ae rodyne 
possible John Oimmock, lrean 
Golding, Mankie Badger, Oanny 
Rice, Ray Be th al and Peter 
Jackson who have helped to 
make this edition possible. I 
must also say a very big thank 
you to Anne and A tan Outram 
who have edited areodyne so 
well for the past lew years. 

Simon Hennessey 

We have a range or sizes in 
all club !-shirts and hooded 
tops for sale T-shirts £10.00 

Hooded tops £25 00 
(£9.00 and £22 50 rcspecttvly 

to members for a 
limited period) 

\flh\il~t e'iery care Is t3ke n to t •t ~ details 
correct In 'A•rod~ne• the 8r1ghlon Kite Fivers 

cannot t cc•pt •nponslbilily 

tot a ny e no.e Of omt .. iont ii~ 
that maJ OCC\Ir Opinions 

expceswd ate not nece"S5at• • 

lly tho•• ol the Editors or ot 

lhe B1ighton l<lle Plyt•t f/6 



  July 2005   
2-3 Sunderland International Festival of Kites and Music, Washington, Tyne & 

Wear 
Malcolm Goodman 

9-10 Brighton Kite Festival, Stanmer Park, Brighton Brighton Kite Fliers 
9-10 Barmouth Beach Kite Festival, The Beach, Barmouth, Gwynedd, Wales. Lloyd Kirton 02476 732083 Dave 

Montague-Smith 01562 66102 
16-17 Hereford Kite Festival, Kingstone High School, Herefordshire Karl@Longbottom.org.uk 01981 

550326 
17 Petworth Kite Festival, Petworth, West Sussex Brighton Kite Fliers 
17 Catch the Wind Kite Flying Spectacular, Morecombe Promenade, Lancashire. info@mormusic.net 01524 831997 
23-24 Tewkesbury Kite Festival, Tewkesbury School, Glos. Peter Whitaker 01452 728521 
 August 2005  
6-7 Middle Wallop Buggy Event www.flexifoil.com/flexiwallop  
7 Whitley Bay Kite Festival, The Links, Whitley Bay, Northumberland Malcolm Goodman 
7 14th Royston Kite Festival, Therfield Heath, Royston peteramitton@btopenworld.com 
13-14 Teston Bridge Kite Weekend, Maidstone, Kent Ron Dell 
13-14 High Force Kite Festival, Middleton in Teesdale, Co Durham Malcolm Goodman 
13-14 Coventry Kite Festival, Memorial Park, Coventry. Midlands Kite Fliers 
21 Hunstanton Kite Festival, Smithdon School, Hunstanton, Norfolk Bryan Cantle 
20-21 Northern Ireland Kite Festival, Port Stewart Strand, Co Londonderry Malcolm Goodman 
20-21 Kites Over Capstone, Capstone Park, Kent gareth@seks.org.uk 
27-29 Portsmouth International Kite Festival, Southsea Common, Southsea, Hamp-

shire 
The Kite Society 

29 1st Charlecote Country Park Kite Day, near Stratford upon Avon, Warwick-
shire 

MKF 

  September 2005   
3-4 Bristol International Kite Festival, Ashton Court, Bristol Avril Baker 
10-11 Headlands Kite Festival, The Headlands, Hartlepool, Teeside Malcolm Goodman 
17-18 2nd Chester Kite Festival, in association with NKG, The Roodee Race Course, 

Chester 
Northern Kite Group 

17-18 VE Day Kite Fly, Great Barugh, North Yorkshire. Jerry Swift 
18 9th Rushcliffe Kite Festival, Rushcliffe Country Park, Mere Way, Loughbor-

ough Road, Ruddington, near Nottingham 
MKF 

25 Wakefield Kite Festival, Heath Common, Wakefield, West Yorkshire The Faceless Company 
25 2nd Kedleston Hall Kite Day, Kedleston Road, Derby, Derbyshire MKF 
  October 2005   
8-9 Bewl Water Kite Weekend, Lamberhurst, Kent gareth@seks.org.uk 

Contact Address Telephone Email 
The Kite Society  P.O. Box 2274, Gt Horkesley, Colchester CO6 4AY 01206 271489 Events@thekitesociety.org.uk 
Brighton Kite 
Fliers 

 11 The Sheepfold, Peacehaven, East Sussex BN10 
8EG 

01273 582309 
info@bkf.org.uk 

Ron Dell  01438 712168 rdell@electroweb.co.uk 
Peter Whitaker 12 Littlefield, Quedgeley, Glos Gl2 6GZ 01452 728521 Paul@gvkf.org.uk 
Bryan Cantle  21 Shepherds Close, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge CB1 

4HP.   
  

M.K.F. Mike Simons-Powell, 5 Wedon Close, West Wood, 
Coventry CV4 8BH 024 7669 5343 

mike.sp@mkf.org.uk 

Avril Baker 5 Lilymead Avenue, Wells Road, Totterdown, Bristol 
BS4 2BY 0117 977 2002 info@abc-pr.co.uk 

Malcolm Good-
man 

Bluebell House, Middleton in Teesdale, Co Durham, 
DL12 0QG 01833 640584 malcolm.goodman@virgin.net 
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